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C O M M ITTEE O N  PR IVATE M EM EBRS, 
BILLS AND RESO LUTIO N S

riHli WiM nrlrvnn rwpon

[English]

SHRI RATILAL VARMA (Dhanduka): 
Sir, I bag to present tha Fifth Raport (Hindi 
and English versions) of tha Committee on 
Private Members’ Bills and Resolutions.

MR. D EP U TY SPEAKER: Tha House 
stsnds adjourned for lunch to meet again at 
2.10>p.m.

13.12 hrs.

The Lok Sabha than adjourned for lunch 
tiH ten minutes past Fourteen of the Clock

14.17 hrs.

The Lok Sabha reassembled after lunch 
at seventeen minutes past Fourteen of the 

Clock

[MR. D EP U TY-S P EA K ER  in the Chait)

S TA TU TO R Y  RESO LUTION  RE: DISAP
PROVAL O F TH E  PUBLIC LIABILITY 
INSURANCE (AM ENDM ENT) ORDI

NANCE. 1992 
AND

PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE 4 
(AM ENDM ENT) BILL

[English)

MR. D EP U TY SPEAKER : We shall now 
taka up (tarns 14 and 15 together —  Statu
tory Resolution and Public Liability Insur- 
anos (Amendment) Bid.

Shri Lokanath Choudhury -  Not pres
ent

Shri Indrajit Gupta -  Not present. Shri- 
mati Gesta MukherjM— Not present. Shri 
Sobhanadreeswara Rao Vadde -  Not pres
ent Now, Shri Giidhari Lai Bhargava may 
move.

[Translation)

SHRI GIRDHARI LAL BHARGAVA 
(Jaipur): Mr. Deputy Speakel, Sir. I bag to 
move tha following resolution:

Th a t this House disapproves of 
the Public Liability Insurance 
(Amendment) Ordinance, 1992 
(Ordinance No. 6of 1992) promul
gated by the President on tha 31 st 
January, 1992"

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, my resolution 
is to disspprove of the Ordinance. I am 
submitting that the Public Liability Insurance 
A d , 1991 was enacted to provide immediate 
relief to the victims of accidents occurring 
while handling any hazardous substance. 
Under this Act the Government had provided 
that a prescribed amount would be paid as 
interim relief to the accident victims who 
handle hazardous substances as they are 
not responsible for the occurrence of any 
accident and it had also provided that every 
such parson would have to deposit insur
ance premium. Since the principal Act did 
not prescribe the limit of amount to be paid 
and since the insurers did not cooperate at 
any stage, it could not be implemented. They 
said that they would not give an insurance 
policy for an unlimited liability. Hence it was 
feft that tha liability of tha insurance company 
should bs limited to the amount of insurance 
policy. Although tha liability of the owner will 
remain unlimited under this Act the insur
ance company will pay only insured amount. 
What I mean to say is that it has been 
provided in tha Bill that the Environmental 
Relief Fund will be established with the extra 
amount collected from the parson handling
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hazardous eubstanoes.Theamount received
as insurance premium and extr* amount 
received from owners will ba usad (or provid
ing relief to tha victim in caaa any accident 
occurs there. This is the sole purpose of this 
Bill. I understand tha aim of establishment of 
the Fund. The Government has explained 
definitions as also the Kmit of amount to be 
insured.

Besides this, the Government has said 
that the owner of an undertaking cannot 
transfer his property to another person. 
Suppose that somebody suffered a loss in 
an accident and If he wants to evade pay* 
merit, he cannot do ao. My point is that while 
the purpose of the BiH is good the Govern- 
ment should have brought forward the BiH 
straight away. It is not proper to get the 
Ordinance, promulgated by His Excellency, 
the President again and again. My first ob
jection is that His Excellency, the President 
should not be bothered for this matter again 
and again. This should have come through a 
Bill. The hon. Minister should kindly en
lighten us about the objective with which he 
wants to move this Bill here. It seems that the 
insurance companies did not cooperate with 
him. Now, how much insurance wiH the 
Government get done through this? What 
shall be the aims and objectives of the Fund 
which they want to establish? In what man- 
nerthe relief wiH be provided to the individual 
working in factory and wiH he be able to 
present property holders, the owners of the 
factory from transferring their property? When 
I get the answer to all these questions, I shall 
put my views. I support the disapproval of 
this Ordinance and put this resolution before 
the House.

MR. D EP U TY SPEAKER: Resolution 
moved:

"That this House disapproves of the 
Public Liability Insurance (Amendment) 
Ordinance, 1992 (Ordinance No. 6 off 
1992) promulgated by the President on 
the 31st January, 1992.”

1422 hra.

TH E MINISTER O F S TA TE O F TH E 
MINISTRY O F ENVIRONEMNT AND FOR
ESTS (SHRI KAMAL NATH): Sir. I beg to 
move:

Th a t the Bill to amend the Public 
Liability Insurance Act, 1991, be 
taken into consideration”

As the Members are aware, the PubHc 
Liability Insurance Act. 1991. was enacted 
with the object of providing immediate relief. 
There has been some misunderstanding 
with some of the learned Members. This BiH 
is limited to immediate relief, and not com
pensation, to the victims other than work
men of the factory m respect of accidents 
that might while handling hazardous sub
stances. The Act provides for the owner who 
has control over handling hazardous sub
stances to pay specified amounts to the 
victims as interim relief by taking insurance 
policy for this purpose. The interim relief 
would be based on no fault liability which 
means that the claimant for relief shall not be 
required to plead and establish that the dis
aster, injury or damage in respect to which 
the claim has been made was due to any 
wrongful act, neglect or default of any per-

i

The Act relieves the victims of approach
ing the courts and involving themselves in 
the litigation to obtain relief..

As per the provisions of the Act. the 
units handing hazardous substances have 
to take insorance policies by 31st March, 
1992. However, the Act could not be imple
mented on account ofthe General Insurance 
Corporation not agreeing to give insurance 
policies for unlimited liability cover as pro
vided in the Act Moreover, they wanted that 
the Insurance should only cover chemical 
aocidents and not any incident occuring in a 
factory as a result of which some persons
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and aha! to  deposited by the insurance 
company to the Fund. However, this would

suffer physical harm. It was suggested that 
thara should to  a monetary limit on tha 
policy so that tha insurance policy is within 
the acceptable norms of commercial and 
financial prudence in reaped of limits and 
financial cover. Inter-Departmental consul
tations were held to overcome this problem. 
It waa tha consensus that tha liability of tha 
insurance companies should to  limited to 
facilitate the issuing of the insurance policies 
to the hazardous units. This was possMe 
only by an amendment of the Act. Therefore, 
we have proposed to amend the Public Lia
bility Insurance act. 1991.

The moat important feature of the 
amendment is limiting the liability of the 
insurance companies and creating an Envi
ronmental Relief Fund to meet the residual 
liability for the relief of the victims at the time 
of an accident. It is proposed that the owner 
shall take insurance policy which shaR not be 
less than the paid up capital of the company 
handling hazardous substances. Rupees fifty 
crores have been prescribed as the maxi
mum limit

In order to expedite payment of relief to 
the victims, a time frame for depositing the 
amount by the insurance companies is pro
posed to be fixed by the proposed amend
ment This period has been limited to 30 
days for the money to be deposited with the 
Collector of the District where accident takes 
place, by the insurance company. The Col
lector will ensure that the insurance com* 
pany*s maximum liability does not exceed 
the limit prescribed in the insurance policy.

W e have visualised an eventuality when 
the claim amount is more than the insurance 
cover. For this purpose. I am propoeing to 
create an Environmental Relief Fund which 
shall be administered by my Ministry. Every 
owner holding a policy shell credit a sum not 
exceeding the amount of fcs premium to this 
fund. This amount would be paid to the 
insurance company along with the premium

be only an immediate relief msfesure. The 
ultimate liabity for meeting the total com
pensation shall be with the owner.

Another eventuality, which we have 
visualised, is the removal of transfer of prop
erty by the owner with a view to evadng 
payment by him. We have proposed to re
strict such a pre-empted acton by the firm.

Some changes in the definitions have 
also been preposed to make them mors 
explicit. ’Occurrences" or Incidents” have 
now been excluded from the purview of 
"accidents" which is defined as any sudden, 
unintentional occurence. It was felt that the 
partners of any firm, members of an associa
tion and all or any of the Directors, Manager, 
Secretaries or other officials of the company 
responsible for handling chemicals should 
to  treated as owner. The same is proposed 
in these amendments.

Sir, to make the implementation of the 
amendment effective, we have framed Rules 
in respect of the same and have framed a 
draft outline of a scheme for the Environ
mental Reltsf Fund which would be notified 
shortly after consultation with all concerned.

I would seek the support of the hon. 
Members of the House and would welcome 
and value their suggestions and comments.

With these words. I move the motion for 
consideration of the House.

MR. D E P U TY  SP EA K ER : Motion 
moved:

‘That the Bid to amend the Public 
Liability Insurance Act. 1991, to  
taken into consideration”.

MR. D EP U TY-SP EA K ER : There are 
amendments to the Motion for Considera
tion. ShriGirdhari Lai Bhargava.
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SHRI GiRJDHAR! LAL BHARGAVA 
(Jaipur): I bog to move:

Th a t the Bid be circulated (or tha 
purpose of eliciting public opinion 
thereon by the 15th June, 1992."

lEngBstt

MR. D EP U TY-SP EA K ER : Shri Dau 
Dayal Joshi -  Not present. Shri Prof. Rasa 
Singh Rawat.

PROF. RASA SINGH RAW AT (Ajmer):
I beg to move:

"That the BHl be circulated for the 
purpose of eliciting opinion thereon 
by the 30th June, 1992.”

MR. D EP U TY-SPEAK ER : The time 
allotted for discussion is one hour.

SHRI RUPCHAND PAL (HoogMy): This 
is a very important Bill and the time can be 
extended so that the Members can express 
their views. (Interruptions)

MR. D EP U TY SPEAKER: There are 
quite a number of speakers. The List is fairly 
and pleasingly big. Therefore, those who get 
the opportunity of speaking earlier, should 
keep in mind the convenience of the subse
quent speakers also. I shall caft Shri A. 
Cahries.

SHRI A. CHARLES (Trivandrum): Sir, I 
stand to support the PubUc Liability Insur
ance. (Amendment) Bid, 1992 now brought 
before the House.

The amendment has become essential 
after one year of its passing. It has become 
necessary when the growth of industries has 
resulted In increase ki the number of opera- 
tions of hazardous nature and haturaliy it has 
increased the risk of accidents not only tothe 
workmen but ateotothe very innocent people

insurance (Amend.) BMI

who happen to be in the vicinity of industries 
wherever they are located in the country. 
Even during the festival season, there are 
fire-works and crackers. These are ad made 
both by the licensed and unlicensed per
sons. There are about 8.000 industries iden
tified as hazardous. This number is increas
ing.

The Public Liability Insurance Act,1991 
was initiated in order to give relief to those 
who are involved in the accidents and who 
mostly come from the weaker sections of 
society.

Incidentally. I may say that it appears to 
me that the nature of the offence should 
have come under the tortoius taw. But quite 
unfortunately, the law relating to torts is in 
the infant stage in this country. In almost att 
the developed countries, such Acts are not 
necessary because they get huge amounts 
as damages. The tortious liability arises out 
of breach of acontract primarily fixed by taw. 
The contract is towards persons generally 
and it breach is redressable for an action for 
unliquidated damages. There is no limit to 
the damages to be given. In ad the devel
oped countries, even for minor accidents 
they get huge amounts.

There are very interesting cases. I wid 
explain one interesting case. There was one 
lady in UK travelling in a train. She mat with 
a minor accident and incidentally her lip 
dashed against a door resulting in a minor 
injury. She went to the hospital. She fudy 
recovered just after a few days. But she said 
in a court of lawthat she met with an accident 
and this particular wound has caused huge 
damages to her and she said that she does 
not get the usual pleasure in kissing because 
her dp was damaged. The court accepted 
the plea and the huge amount was given as 

.damages.

In our country, d a person has met with 
a n  accident and d he meets with deafth, the
amount given Is very nominal.
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Aboutayearago, in Kerala some wrong 
medicine was administered to a patient in a 
Government hospital. Two person immedi
ately cfied. The State Government gave Rs. 
5,000/- each as compensation.

So, one thing that is not valuable here in 
this country to life.

I am happy that in this Bill sufficient care 
has been taken to give suitable compensa
tion wherever necessary. That compensa
tion should be given as expeditiously as 
possible.

In fact, in 1991 when this Bid was dis
cussed in the House, some of the hon. 
Members have pointed out that the provi
sions of the BiR are not sufficient to give 
compensation instantaneously. They felt that 
there were some lacunae how the Insurance 
Companies would allow the Insurance Poli
cies. All these doubts were raised then. But 
then the Minister said that everything had 
been taken care of. But it is now found that aH 
the doubts expressed then have come true.
I am glad that the hon. Minister has brought 
forward this legislation to rectify those de
fects.

Sir, whHe going through the Bill, I am 
happy that sufficient care has been taken to 
give the relief as expeditiously as possible. 
Some definitions have been changed; espe
cially the definition "Owner". Those who own 
the establishment are now included. H this is 
not there, then it would have been a loophole 
for the real culprits to escape. Under the law 
possession is prima fade ownership. If 
somebody is in possession of these hazard
ous things, if some incident or accident 
happens, naturaQy he has to be held respon- 
stole. It is not that one who is in control above 
is responsible. The actual culprit must be the 
one who owns it. I think the enlargement of 
the definition is weH in keeping with the 
purpose of this Bill.

Sir, so also the hon. Minister has wed 
explained about the amendment to Section 
4. Within 30 days the amount has to be 
deposited by the insurer. I appreciate this 
particular dause. Within the shortest pos- 
stole time, the Company is made liable to 
pay it. But should point out one thing. Under 
Section 5(3), it has been stated:

T h e  Central Government may, by 
notification, make a scheme speci
fying the authority in which the re
lief fund shall vest......."

This is the most important section of this 
amending Bill. I would like to know from the 
hon. Minister how long will he take to pass 
the subordinate legislation or the rules and to 
issue necessary orders so that the amount 
deposited by the insurer actually reaches 
the victim. All these exercises are made in 
order to see that the money. I reaches the 
victims. It is not that the Insurance Company 
should deposit the amount with the Central 
Government and that should remain there.« 
have a serious doubt about this. I am seri
ously concerned about this because in a 
number of cases it takes years together to 
get it doen because of the redjapism . It 
takes years together for the subordinate 
legislation to be passed. So, there should be 
atime-frame here. It may be three months or 
six*months. Within that point of time, neces
sary orders should be issued by the Central 
Government. There also, there should be a 
stipulation that within 30 days of the receipt 
of the amount from the insurer, it should 
actually be given to the victim. If not, the 
purpose of the whole amendment will be 
lost So, I think the hon. Minister will appre
ciate my views in this regard. While answer
ing, he will certainly ensure that the legisla
tion would be passed within the time-frame 
and also the relief would be extended to the 
real victims also within a particular 
time-frame.

I come to the next point. To  determine 
what exactly is the accident. Its scope has 
also been enlarged. That also covers an-
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other major difficulty here. So. I think the Bid 
that is before this Housa hat baan
wad-drafted and it takas care of tha waakar 
sactlons. I hava ona thing to say. Evan in 
1991 whan tha parent Act was being dis
cussed, many hon. Members pointed out 
that there were tha casual labourers, 
contract-iabourers etc. and they ware not 
being covered by this Act. Of course, the 
Workman's Compensation Act »  there. I 
think all tha unorganised labourers who are 
also the victims of such accidents should 
also be taRen care of.

With these words, I support this Bill.

SHRI V. O H AN AN JAYA KUAMR 
(Mangalore): Sir, I do not understand whether 
to welcome the measures proposed now or 
to oppose it for the simple reason that before 
the provisions of the original Act passed in 
the year 1991, could be implemented the 
Government had to come up with so many 
amendments to the Act. The original Act 
itself contains 23 sections and we sea a 
number of amendments being proposed 
through this Bill.

Tha Minister has baan bringing to tha 
notice of tha Housa that tha Act provides for 
immediate relief to tha victims m tha case of 
accident occurring whHe handling any haz
ardous substance. But we sea that not only 
an immediate relief should be granted but an 
adequate raSaf is also to be granted. Apart 
from this provision, wa find no other provi- 
sion for claiming araiiefin such cases wherein 
a third party who Is not engaged in tha 
manufacture of such hazardous substance 
is involved in an accident 8nd becomes a 
victim.

Tha present amendment proposes to 
limit tha liability of th# insurance company. I 
do not understand tha approach of tha 
Government in this ragaid for tha simple 
reason that in tha Schadula of the original 
A ct tha amount of raBef that would begranted 
isfixed. In the case of fatal accident, the relief 
w8i be Rs. 25,000 per person in addition to

the reimbursement of medicaj expanses, the 
limit for which is again fixed up to a maximum 
of Rs, 12,500. This provision of granting 
relief to the victims in the case of such 
accidents would be very well compared with 
the provisions in the case of third party risk 
involved in a motor accident. In the case of 
motor accident also, originally, there was a 
fixed liability cast on the insurer. But in view 
of the pronouncement of the Supreme Court, 
the Government had to come up with an 
amendment to the Motor Vehicles Act itself 
making the liability of the insurer unlimited in 
the case of third party risks.

Tha insurance company after all is a 
creature of a statute. I do not understand 
why the Government should take keen inter
est in agreeing to the request of the insur
ance companies to limit its liability for pay
ment of relief to the victims. Now the liability 
cast on the owner, as contemplated in the 
original provisions of the original Act itself, 
would remain unlimited Naturally, a doubt 
arises as to how the balance of tha relief 
amount granted could be recovered from the 
owner unless a fuH insurance cover is made. 
Of course, a provision is being sought to be 
introduced to grant an order of temporary 
injunction preventing or restraining the owner 
from indulging in the acts of removing or 
disposing of his property, with tha object of 
avoiding payment immediately after the 
accident. But has the Government consid
ered whether the value of tha property that 
would remain in tha hands of tha owners 
would be adequate to meat the relief that 
would be granted by the collector?

Sir. in tha case of motor accidents 
wherein so far as three parties are con
cerned, the insurer has to bear the unlimited 
liability and in such cases tha insuranoe 
company fixes the premium to be collected 
from tha owner. Than, why not in this case 
also, such a provision be made and a fixed 
premium collected from tha insurer that is 
owner? Instead of that, wa find ^provMon. 
that is, that a separate fund testing aaatad 
which is called as "RaSaf fund" and the
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insurer will have to pay tha premium to tha 
insuranoa company; he wiH have to make an 
equal contribution to the Relief Fund alao ao 
that, at best, the relief that would be granted 
is such that on the one side the liability is 
limited so far as the insurance company is 
concerned and we can expect an equal 
amount to be received out of this Relief 
Fund. So, in a way are we not imposing are 
straint on the collector in rewarding the re
lief ? That is, a signal is given to the collector 
saying that the liability of the .insurer is so 
much and equal amount is available in the 
Relief Fund and you should not grant more 
than what is contemplated. And even If he 
grants, there is no provision howto recover 
the money from the owner. We are just 
satisfied or we are asked to be satisfied with 
a provision saying that the liability of the 
owner is unlimited. But we know that the 
moment the owner is landed in such a liabB- 
ity, when he is placed in such a circum
stance, naturally he would try to avoid; he 
would say that whatever I had, I have already 
pledged to the insurance company or that I 
have already contributed to the insurance 
company, and that I have made an equal 
contribution to the Relief Fund due to which 
I am restrained from selling my property 
also; so where from I should get the money? 
In such a case, are we not driving the victims 
again to the Courts, begging for the ade
quate relief?

So, the Government with enormous 
powers would very well direct the insurance 
company to have an unlimited power and 
meet the relief, whatever is granted by the 
collector.

Sir, as our senior colleague, Shri George 
Fernandes was making a mention just yes
terday, while he was speaking on the other 
Bill, that is, "The Destructive Insects and 
Pests (Amendment and Validation) BiH", that 
we have opened up for the foreign multina
tionals and we expect more and more for

eign nationals to come here and invest. At 
this juncture, we are remained of the Bhopal 
Gas Tragedy. So, whenever, we make a 
provision, these should be the guidelines. 
We should keep all these things in mind and 
when there is a chance of such hazards, 
more and more people becoming victims of 
such hazards is on the anvil. Should we not 
make provisions for giving the minimum re
lief which is also the ultimate relief? Such 
relief should be adequate relief. Actually I do 
not know whether we are making a mockery 
of the legislation making power of the Parlia
ment. Before the Act which was enacted in 
the year 1991 could be implemented, the 
Government had to come up with so many 
amendments because the provisions of the 
Act could not be implemented for long.

So my submission is, even at this stage 
it is not too late for the Government to make 
a rethinking on the whole issue and make 
suitable amends, so that the relief that is due 
to the victims is properly compensated and 
adequate relief is granted.

MR. D EP UTY SPEAKR: Your melodi
ous voice has taken many hon. Members to 
meditation!

SHRI V. DHANANJAYA KUMAR: It is 
the sumptuous meal provided by the hon. 
Railway Minister that is responsible. Sir!

SHRI RUPCHAND PAL (Hooghty): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker Sir, a little more than 14 
months back when discussions were taking 
place on this original Bill, which became the 
Act subsequently, there were great doubts 
whether it would be possible at all to imple
ment it, whether the insurance companies 
would be agreeing to that, it was said at that 
time by the Minister that wide consultations 
were taking place at all levels, including the 
General Insurance Company.

Only a few days back we found from a 
statement from the Chairman, G1C, Shri S. V. 
Mony, which has come out in the Economic 
Times that the General Insurance Company
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would have a  windfall of at least Re. 125 
aorea every year as a result of the amend- 
merits to the public liabilities insurance. He 
hat also eaid that ae many as 1.5 lakh 
insurance policies would be Issued by the 
deadline of 31st Match 1992. That is the 
profit that is going to accrue to the G IC. ‘

A  very significant remark which acquires 
greater significance in the context of the 
liberalisation that istaking place. Intheoontext 
of the pressure that is being exerted on the 
question of our acceptance of TRIM S, TRIPS 
and G A TTS  is that It may be recalled that 
G IC  is advised to issue policy againstthe Act 
which was adopted by the Parliament last 
year. It was asserted that unlimited liability 
could not be under-written by international 
insurers and therefore they asked tor relief 
with prescribed limits. Thai is why the Gov
ernment has come out with amendments to 
the Bill as claimed by G IC  limiting the liability 
to Rs. 50 crores.

You know the recent statement mad* 
by no less a person than the Chief Econo 
mist of the World Bank Mr. Lawrence Sum
mers with whom we have contracted the 
structural arrangement He has stated that 
the dirty industries belonging to the rich 
nations should be shifted to the third world 
countries. There is no protection. What has 
happened is that even after the great disas
ter of the Bhopal Union Carbide we have not 
learnt any lessons. Even the other day there 
were reports from Udaipur, Rajasthan about 
H’add which is used for dyeing purposes. 
Most of the dyeing industries are shifting 
their H’acid producing units to third world 
countries and a large number of them are in 
our country only. The underground water, 
the river water and all sorts of drinking water 
have been poisoned permanently and the 
people who are drinking that water are led to 
slow deaths. This is coming at such a time 
when great caution should be taken about 
what this Government means by this 'limita
tio n  The Government means to say that this 
will provide immediate relief. What is the 
experience of the poor people who had been

the victims of Union Carbide factory? ft has 
happened in 1984, seven long years or about
eight years ago. Only 200 rupees per month 
is given, that too for a limited number. Thou
sands of them had died; hundreds of thou
sands of them had been permanently dis
abled and nothing has come out. But, now in 
a big way, the multi-national companies are 
coming in. In the bapkground of the state
ment of Lawrence Summers, all the dirty 
industries are coming in.

Sir, very recently, the World Bank has 
become not only market-friendly, but also it 
has become environment-friendly. I con
gratulate our Minister. We failed to congratu
late Shri Manmohan Singh for the steps he 
has taken to open up the room, to open up 
our economy. But; he has taken a stand, till 
now it is there, that the Montreal Resolution 
or Protocol that is very much biased in favour 
of the rich nations. Only the other day, in the 
gathering of NGOs from South Asian
countries...... ( Interruptions) Sir, I think what
has come out in the Press is true.

"South Asian countries, to discuss the 
forthcoming UN Conference on Envi
ronment and Development (UNCED) 
shared one thing. An acute sense of 
outrage against the way and inherently 
moral concern Ike the environment was 
in use, to further the commercial and 
political interests of the rich".

It is heavily biased. I am giving you only 
one example. When Bangladesh proposed 
to set up-a poor country, a Third World 
Country -  a thermal plant, it has been said, 
tJo . World Bank, you cannot give them any 
loan, because it will pollute the fly ash. the 
environment*. Then, the Bangladesh Gov- 
emment said that through your consumption 
pattern, by your production of 
carbon-di-oxide. you will pollute the envi
ronment. heat up the atmosphere, as a result 
of which the sea level is going to rise and as 
a result of which, the international experts 
say. there wiB be nothing Ike Bangladesh 
after a few years. It wiH totally submerge.
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But, there it  no one to listen to that voice.
Ifc lA  a U .  T V lfc rJ  U l f t A I  A j w i a ^ U a ____ I-----------------W viino f iwo vvono wtNinwiMnfwOMOiVivnQ 
the victims erf the consumption pattern of tha 
rich nations

I am mentioning afl these things be
cause tha multi-nationals are coming in a 
big way. Ail the hazardous industries wiH 
come up. Right now, we have about a little 
more than one thousand such chemical 
industries and more than one-third of them 
are hazardous. I am not mentioning about 
the small ones Idee Sivakasis, where small 
children are working and face a to! of difficul
ties. They die and they are killed. In the 
diamond polishing factories also, they be
come blind permanently. In tha Carbon fac
tory. in tha glass factory, there is no law to 
protect them. They are not covered by the 
Workers' Compensation Act.

If this Bill is passed now, then the 
multi-nationals wiH come and shift their dirty 
industries in the country Ike India with only 
Rs. 50 crorea. But their per capita win be 
much more than that— several times more 
than that amount. So, why should you limit 
that? After the experience of Union Carbide 
incident you should never agree to that.

ISjOOhrs.

Moreover, they want to share the latest 
technology for environmental control and 
ecological balance. They wM have their own 
technology. They will dump the obsolete 
technology. They w il be doing aA these 
things only for their profit Let me remind all 
of us one thing that when an air passenger 
dies in an air crash, you pay him Rs. 5 lakh. 
In a raSway accident you pay Rs. 2 lakh. 
When a poor man, who has no hold on his 
own, is kttod tmfiatfff* of the hazardous 
industry, you are limiting the liability. Why 
should you limit the liabSty? You are not 
limiting the liability In other cases. General 
insurance Companies hane been making so 
much profit I think, the Government should

Ratan to aH these things. I believe that ade
quate provision will have to be made to give 
immediate reKef. I do not know whether he is 
contemplating any other comprehensive BiH 
but the shifting of dirty industries is going on.

15.01 hra.

(SHRI SHARAD DIGHE in the Chak]

Several multinational companies are 
producing aH the hazardous substances -  
sometimes surrepttously. Who knew what 
was being produced in Bhopal? Who knew 
it that the gas thpt was used by Nazi Ger
many was being produced here for some 
other purpose. What was being produced to 
kill the pests, was also used for kiffing 
human-beings. When human beings are 
killed, there is no adequate relief. There is no 
provision for prevention. I think in the back
ground of the tiberalisation, in the back
ground of the demands of World Bank. IMF 
and G A TT, in the background of the philoso
phy of the rich nations to shift the whole onus 
of their consumption to the Third World has 
been stated.

May I mention that in the South Com
mission, the Secretary-General was M r. 
Manmohan Singh? There he stated cate
gorically that the South should take care, the 
South should unite and protect themselves 
In the face of this new onslaught on environ
ment With these words, I request the Hon. 
Minister that he should bring about neces
sary changes. I oppose that provision of 
limiting the liability to Rs. 50 crore. I demand 
that ft should be an unlimited liability as it 
happens in the case of others. It may be true 
that smafl industriee wiH not be able to do it 
because their paid-up capital is limited. But 
the multinational companies are coming with 
larger amount of paid-up capital W hy should 
we Hmit it to Rs. 50 crore only. With these 
words, I oppose the BHI.

SHRI PRAFUL PA TEL (Bhandara): Mr. 
Chairman, Sir, I rise in support of the Public 
Liability Insurance (Amendment) BW. 1912.

andPutXcUatO ty 600
kmimnca (Amend.) fiaf
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As we are all, aware with the rapid pace of 
industrialisation, a tot of naw industries are 
coming up which are causing a grave danger 
to our environment as well as to he health 
and safety of our citizens. Tim e and again, 
we have seen many accidents take place not 
only in the bigger cities but in all parts of the 
country. It is also a fact that those industries 
which have come up for the past so many 
years, we cannot ensure tha! these indus- 
tries be shifted to remote and far areas. At 
the same time, it is also a known fact that for 
any progress in our country, as far as indus
trialisation is concerned or for the uptiftment 
of our society or for the welfare of our citi
zens, new industries will have to be set up. 
And with the advancement of technology, 
there would be certain hazards which indus
try may cause to the people in general. But 
in the past, as far as our country is con
cerned, many accidents had taken place 
and as a result of them, not many people 
have been able to be benefited by any kind 
of timely or suitable relief. The Government, 
about a year ago, enacted the Public Liability 
Insurance Bill, 1991. But as a result of this 
enactmentthe insurance companies ran into 
a lot of problems which necessitated the 
Government to bring in this amendment bill. 
We may debate a lot as to whether this 
amendment is necessary or not. I have been 
hearing some of our friends speaking that 
the liability should not be restricted to Rs. 50 
crores or to the paid-up capita!. The basic 
theme of this amendment has to be under
stood and taken in the right spirit because 
although the bill was actually been brought 
into force, no insurance company in our 
country was willing to go in for public insur
ance liability so far and there are so many 
reasons for that. It is because the nature and 
the structure of our insurance companies in 
our country is very very different from those 
insurance companies operating in other 
countries. That is why, inspite of the legisla
tion, no industry was covered under this 
legislation or insurance liability.

Now. the basic point which has to be 
understood is that this is a  public liability

insurance. Of course, for the welfare of 
workers, we do have our regular legislation 
like the Workmen’s Compensation Act where 
the workers or the victims of accidents can 
get their legitimate claim or whatever rights. 
This does not mean that the workers working 
in those factories, where accidents might 
take place, will not be covered under those 
separate legislations. But at the same time, 
what we fail to understand is that this envi
ronmental relief fund which is sought to be 
created is only a kind of an interim relief 
which the people who might be suffering 
from accidents would otherwise be deprived 
of now. That does not bar them from getting 
relief from any other legislation or going to 
the court and seeking suitable compensa
tion for the loss which has been caused to 
them. As we have seen in the Bhopal gas 
tragedy and several other accidents, people 
make a lot of uproar saying that they have 
been suffering and that they have not been 
given their legitimate claim by the Govern
ment or by the company or any oth er agency. 
But that is definitely going to be the case 
because there is no suitable legislation or 
suitable agency which can fix the interim 
relief and hand it over to the victims. Hence, 
the basic theme of this amendment bill is to 
create an environmental relief fund which 
would only act as a kind of an interim relief to 
those people suffering from accidents At the 
same time, the insurance part of this is that 
the liability shall be restricted to Rs. 50 
crores. Now, there would be lot of problems 
in this also because any company which is 
dealing with hazardous chemicals cannot 
just go in for an insurance cover of Rs. 50 
crores. There may be a small unit having a 
paid-up capital of, say, Rs. 10 lakhs and a 
turnover of, at the most, Rs. 50 lakhs and if 
that company is also dealing with hazardous 
chemicals, then that company cannot go in 
for a cover of Rs. 50 crores because the 
premium itself would be probably more than 
the paid-up capital of that company. Let 
alone liability part. We are just talking of the 
premium part of it. So, some kind of a suit
able mode will have to be found out by the 
Government where the insurance compa-
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nies and the Government can sit together 
and work out some feasible scheme which 
can be implemented fairly. So, I would re
quest the hon. Minister basically to give 
some incentive or encouragement for the 
smaller companies which would not be in a 
position to pay the premium for an unlimited 
liability of Rs. 50 crores or paid-up capital of 
Rs. 10 lakhs or so. For them, Rs. 50 crores 
is unlimited. You may find out some ways 
where small companies having a paid up 
capital of Rs. 10 lakhs or so, will also have 
some incentive to go in for this kind of insur
ance scheme.

As far as the basic structure is con
cerned, I would like to say that certain defini
tions which were very vague, are now made 
more precise. Earlier, the definition of an 
accident was very vague. Also, the definition 
of the people who are the owners and who 
would be held responsible for accidents was 
also very vague. Because of the vague defi
nition, a tot of people were not held respon
sible directly. With this new legislation, the 
definition, of those who are directly involved 
and who can be prosecuted for any kind of 
offence, is made very clear. I am sure that 
this will help the workers a lot because the 
onus is now on those people who run such 
hazardous factories, and those who are 
engaged in similar activities and they would 
be forced to go in for this kind of insurance 
cover. Therefore, I fully support the Public 
Liability Insurance (Amendment) Bill, 1992.

I would also request my friends on the 
other side not to have any fears with regard 
to multi-national corporations. They are afraid 
that the multi-nationals are coming and 
invading the country. That seems to be stan
dard phrase nowadays, for anything that is 
being done by the Governments. Even in 
their own countries such as USA. where the 
multi-national corporations operate, some 
accidents do take place. It is not necessary 
that when they come here, they would be 
coming only with an intention of creating

accidents and causing injury to our people. 
That kind of a fear is unwarranted. We should * 
have a right approach. For the first time, we 
are having a legislation which is going to give 
at least some kind of relief to the workers 
who have been suffering for so many years. 
Therefore, we must support it with a positive 
attitude. After achieving success in this re
gard, I am sure that the Government will 
think of further ways of strengthening the 
system in future so that the workers, the poor 
and common men will be benefited by this 
kind of a legislation. Thank you very much.

SHRI BOLLA BULLIRAMAIAH (Eluru): 
The Public Liability Insurance Act which was 
enacted in 1991 isnowsoughttobeamended 
with some modifications. It is suggested that 
the present modifications are mainly to take 
care of the extra liability for providing imme
diate relief to the victims of accidents which 
might occur while handling hazardous chemi- 
oals. This is to take care of the compensation 
that is required to be paid when death or 
injury is caused due to accidents that may 
occur while handling hazardous substances. 
Probably, this may be an afterthought of the 
Bhopal Gas Tragedy, where the real insur
ance cover has to be substantially increased 
in order to take care of such problems.

As mentioned by an earlier speaker, the 
insurance cover requires substantial amounts 
on safety factor. But it should not be beyond 
the capacity of the industry which handles 
this sort of hazardous chemicals. There are 
so many chemicals which are required in 
pharmaceutical industry which manufactures 
life saving drugs. We cannot avoid those 
things. At the same time, we cannot formally 
provide such high insurance cover. Paid up f 
capital of the industry, market value and so 
many other things are mentioned. But what
ever it is, the premium itself is going to be so 
big and it is going to pose a big problem. 
There must be some reasonable justifica
tion. You must take into consideration fac
tors such as the type of industry, the size of 
industry, the type of accident and the type of 
chemicals that are handled, etc.

and Public UabUky 604
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Tha Environment Relief Fund, which 
they wan! to create is very good but I would 
saytfhat Government should also contribute 
something to this Fund, as they are doing in 
the case of rail accident or road accident or 
any other such accident. Government should 
also take the responstoHity by contributing to 
this Fund because almost all the industries 
are contributing substantially towards the 
excise duty, sales tax and income tax.

Then, the risk covered the insurance 
scheme will take care of other problems. 
Under Section 7 (a) it has been provided that 
the insurer is required to pay any amount in 
terms of such award within a period of 30 
days of the announcement of the award, So, 
this depends upon the insurance company 
how quickly they make arrangement for this. 
The owner of the factory, industry or any 
other corporation should follow the guide
lines given by the Government. I would say 
that the Government should make reason
able guidelines and the cost of production 
should also be included as a part of this 
amount. So, if you can accommodate the 
cost of production, it is a very good thing.

More than anything else, I would sug
gest thaf the Government should take the 
initiative to provide training with regard to 
prevention of such accidents. A training 
should be given as to how to handle such 
hazardous materials and how to prevent 
such accidents from being taking plaoe. Then 
even in spite of all this, the accidents may 
occur due to the power failure or due to the 
fault of the workers. Whatever it is. both the 
Government and the management should 
take the responsibility. We cannot say that 
the management is solely responsible for 
the accident. The insurance company also 
cannot give us a lower premium. Unless a 
part of it is contributed by the Government, it 
will not work, and the chemical industry will 
face so many problems.

Today, in spiteof the fact that we take so 
many safety precaution accidents are taking 
place. Same is the case with other countries.

Insurance (Amend.) Bm

In France about 60 to 70 per cent of power 
generation is from the Atomic Power Plant. 
Besides this we have other industries like 
the pharmaceuticals, plastics and soon which 
are quite essential for our livelihood. Simi
larly, in the field dt agriculture, pesticides and 
insecticides are very essential. We cannot 
avoid them. I would say that if you want to 
provide for Rs. 50 crores, it is going to be a 
very big amount. I hope you will reconsider 
it and readjust it on the basis of the capacity 
of the plant I hope the Government will take 
care of this problem.

[Translation]

SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES (Muzaf- 
farpur): Mr. Chairman Sir, first of all I would 
fike to know from the hon. Minister whether 
this law has ever been implemented by the 
Government or not? As per my feedback, till 
now no date has been decided upon for the 
implementation of this law by the Govern
ment and despite that the Government has 
come up with an amendment in the House. 
So ail this compels us to raise doubts on the 
sincerity of the Government.

The hon. Minister has stated in his state
ment that

[English]

The Act could not, however, be imple
mented on account of the insurance compa
nies not agreeing to give insurance policies 
for unlimited liability of the owners*

[Translation]

This raises two questions. I am taking it 
for granted that the law has not been imple
mented because it has been stated that

[English]

looutd not however be imple
mented."
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[Translation]

The first question that arises is about 
tha importance being attached to this august 
House by the Insurance companies. To my 
mind violation of any law passed by this 
august House or refusal to not to adhere to 
any law, whether date for its implementation 
has been decided upon or not, by any Gov
ernment organisation or any other organisa
tion, directly means contempt of the House. 
I would like to know from the hon. Minister 
whether the issue has been pondered over 
or not? All the aspects connected with the 
amendment of this law be debated upon in 
this august House. Thoutthe law was passed 
by both the Houses of Parliament, but the 
hon Minister has come before the august 
House with the statement that.

[English]

T h e  insurance companies are not 
agreeing to give insurance policies 
and therefore, I am coming before the 
House to amend this law.”

[Translation]

a peculiar phenomenon in which any person
• whether I or you can become a Minister. 
There Is no certainty in regaod to the policy a 
particular Government may follow.

[English]

SHRI RUP CHAND PAL: At that time, it 
was Mr. Chandra Shekhar's Government 
which was supported by you.

[Translation]

SHRI G EO RG E FERNANDES: This Act 
was passed in 1991 and our Government 
was out of power in 1990. Thus it is un
material as to who was in power. The ques
tion is that this House has passed the law. At 
that time perhaps you may be here and we 
may be there, rather you as well as that 
Government may be there and we may be 
here. And, not only this House, but the other 
House also passed tha law. In view of it, how 
can this law be discussed here today. Gen
eral Insurance Company refused to obey the 
Parliament. Therefore, the hon Minister 
proposes an amendment in this law. I would 
like to raise this significant matter before 
you. We would like that adefinite view should 
be formed here in this respect.

So what is the sanctity and importance 
of this august House and Parliament. How 
can the General Insurance Corporation dare 
to say that it does not care for this taw. What 
was the reason that GIC had refused to 
implement this law and had asked the Gov
ernment to get the amendment.

[English]

SHRI A. CHARLES: Your Government 
had passed it in 1991. At that time, you were 
the Minister and you passed it.

[Translation]

SHRI G EO RG E FERNANDES: Keep 
one thing in mind. The Government has no 
definite shape. Formation of Government is

When I was called, I was in great diffi
culty. I did not want to speak on it because I 
had viewed it casually and I had doubts in my 
mind. But when the discussion started it was 
essential for me to participate in the discus
sion. Therefore, my submission is that I am 
not at all ready to relate this House to this 
law. I would urge the hon. Minister that it 
wonl do merely by thinking over the matter. 
He should not include himself in disgracing 
the House as it is being done by bringing this 
law here.

The other side of the matter is that the 
G IC  does not work under Tate or any other 
multinational company. GIC is run by Fi
nance Ministry and the matter comes under 
the auspices of Finance Ministry. Had it been 
proposed by a business man, it would have
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been a different matter. In that condition the 
House would have been displeased and 
also have had challenged Birla and Tata. But 
here the matter is related to Shri Manmohan 
Singh, the Minister of Finance. Generally a 
Chairman of a company cannot directly ref
use to accept. They must have conveyed 
their opinion to the Ministry of Finance, Which 
in turn, would have advised him not to bother 
about the matter at all by saying that every
thing has changed now, it is a new era, old 
laws are of no value any more; we are 
burrytng our 40 years old policies, how can 
we obey these laws. Hence, comes the issue 
of the Ministry of Finance. Perhaps the hon. 
Minister of Finance must have developed a 
misconception that nobody would dare to 
challenge him. But the question is that the 
House is being disgraced and we would not 
spare anybody for this at any cost.

Our able friend Shri Charles submitted 
that Shrimati Maneka Gandhi was the Minis
ter of Environment in the Cabinet of Shri 
Chandra Shekhar. ( Interruptions) Delivering 
the last speech on this Bill she has stated 
that

[English]

This is on page 597 of the Lok Sabha 
proceedings dated 7th January, 1991-

"I am grateful to the hon. Minister who 
have given their valuable sugges
tions. I hope these suggestions will 
help us.”

Leave it

"We had held intensive discussion 
over the last three years with the 
General Insurance Company and 
other associations. The Bill is based 
on the scheme determined by an 
Expert Committee. It will be our en
deavour to make the scheme going 
so that immediate relief could be 
provided to the victims. *

and Public Liability 610 
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[Translation]

I would not like to go into the details as 
to how the discussion can be held on this 
law. He is guilty of what is being done in 
various industrial units, what is being done in 
and outside Kota Nuclear Plant or at other 
places of the country. They are quality at aH 
these mishappenings and want to get rid of 
byprovidingameagreamountof Rs. 25,000/ 
-to th e  victims.

There is a provision in the law that this 
law is not applicable to the Government 
factories and the Government can exempt 
itself from the provisions of this law. It is 
evident from this provision as to how much 
serious the Government is to implement this 
low. Leave the matter of other places aside, 
the Badarpur Thermal Power Station and 
Indraprastha Thermal Power Station are 
largely responsible for plluting the environ
ment of Delhi by ejecting about300tonnes of 
coal dust everydat. If not others, at least the 
hon. Minister is cretainly aware of the fact. 
Those who have gardens of their own, may 
realise the fact if they see the coal particles 
lying in their gardens. It is also visible when 
the people dean their throat in the monring. 
The elder people can tolerate all this. But 
what will be the life of the youngers in the 
metropolitan cities like Delhi. Will anybody 
assess what will the their condition? It is a 
matter of fad that people inhale coal dust 
which is being spread by these plants in the 
entire city.

SHRI VUAY N. PATIL (ERANDOL): 
Electrostatic precipitator has been installed 
there.

SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES. Where 
is precipitator, ther has been no improve
ment in the city in the reaspect. {Interrup
tions) It may be true but the facts cannot be 
denied. Therefore, I do not think that it is a 
law worth appreciable. We would not like to 
go into the discussion that the imposition of 
this law would bnng about a revolution.
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I would Ike to raise a basic issue. Mr. 
Chairman, Sir, you are a well experienced 
person and have presided the sittings of the 
House for several years/You held the post of 
Speaker in Maharashtra Legislative Assem
bly and in my opinion no other Members 
knows more about the rules and procedures 
of the House than you know. You have the 
complete knowledge about the matters of 
contempt of the House or the Privileges of 
the House. Therefore, I would like to submit 
to you that when the Goveral Insurance 
Company has refused to obey the law en
acted by the Government, you are the per
son who can safeguard the dignity of the 
House. We would ike thrt you should post
pone the discussion being held on this law 
immediately and direct the hon. Minister to 
take measures for the effective implementa
tion of the law which we passed earlier. Ifat 
aH, amendments are required then the Min
istry of finance and your Ministry of should 
discuss the problems and then only the 
matter. Can be discussed in the House. 
Otherwise. Mr. Chairman, Sir, I think that 
there has been no example of such a die* 
grace to the House as has been done by the 
General Insurance Company which has re
fused to obey the law in writing and the hon. 
Minister has brought It here in the House.

[EngSsh\

SHRI V UAY NAVAL PAUL: Mr. Chair- 
man, it is true that some lacunae were loft in 
law in the Act passed in 1991 and some 
difficulties were expressed by some insur
ance companies.

SHRI G EO R G E FERNANDES: What 
dbout your ruling?

MR. CHAIRMAN: What ruNngcan Igive? 
Vyou want to raise any question of contempt 
of the House, raise it according to the rules. 
This is not the way for raising H.

SHRI G EO R G E FERNANDES: There

is a lawthat has come.The Minister says that 
because the insuranoe companies are re
fusing to accept It this amendment is needed.

MR. CHAIRMAN: The law is before the 
House for the last two or three days. If you 
want to raise it, raise it according to the rules.

SHRI G EO R G E FERNANDES: 1 am 
now raising it. I will give you a forma) letter.

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is not the rule.

SHRI G EO R G E FERNANDES: This 
House is absolutely sovereign in so far as its 
authority is concerned.

MR. CHAIRMAN: It is sovereign. It fol
lows the rules.

SHRI G EO RG E FERNANDES: You are 
the protector of the dignity and the autonomy 
and proviNeges of this House. If this House is 
told by the General Insurance Company that 
it cannot implement the Act, what is to be 
done?

MR. CHAIRMAN: I can protect you, 
provided you proceed according to the rules.

SHRI G EO R G E FERNANDES: I will 
give you in writing.

SHRI VUAY NAVAL PATIL: Mr. Chair
man, the General Insurance Company ex
pressed some doubts and Its inability to pay 
compensation to the victims of accidents 
provided in the Act and to have enough 
safeguards to give proper insuranoe cover 
also. This amendment has been brought for 
this purpose.

. We aH knowthat the word 'hazardous’ is 
associated mainly with petro-chemical in
dustries. We have seen that after polluting 
Danube in Europe, the European countries-* 
specially Germany-arecoming in a big way 
with joint ventures tor having petro-chemteal 
complexes in India.
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chemical industries are coming up. The 
peoplfthave approached the Supreme Court 
under public interest litigation to stop the 
swarming of these industries in that area 
because these are hazardous industries and 
there is a Ukelihood of accidents.

Mr. Chairman, Sir, when the accident 
takes place, it takes years to fix the liability 
and the quantum of compensation. And that 
is why. after the Bhopal tragedy, it took 
several years even for the Supreme Court to 
arrive at the final decision. That a  why. this 
Act was passed in 1991. Now an amend* 
ment has come to that.

I would like to suggest that the Law of 
Torts needs to be codified and absolute and 
strict liability are defined in that.

The Supreme'Eourt in Shriram Fertilis
ers case, while giving its judgement has laid 
down the principle of liability that there should 
be no defence available for contributory 
negligence. That is the main principle enun
ciated there. We know that whenever south 
accident takes place, it is the weaker stratas 
ofthe society who are affected and toa large 
extent they are the vicitims of this. And 
whether it may be the accident of oil tankers 
at Raniganj or toppling of a road tanker 
carrying chemicals at western highway near 
Bombay, it is the tribal people, the weaker 
section of the society, who are the victims to 
this.

Mr. Chairman. Sir. I would have been 
glad if an amendment for increasing the 
compensation has been brought here along 
with this amendment. The amount of com
pensation Rs. ?5000 or Rs. 10000, is very 
smalt. Earlier it was discussed in 1991 in 
regard to the formation of Advisory Commit
tee. Whenever the Advisory Committee is 
formed for determining the insurance liabil
ity, only the Officers of the Central Govern
ment ate representing in that Committee. A 
suggestion was made earlier.. .(hrtenvptbns)

THE MINISTER O F S TATE O F TH E 
MINISTRY O F ENVIRONMENT AND FOR
ESTS (SHRI KAMAL NATH): Which com
mittee are you referring to?

SHRI VklAY NAVAL PATIL: As per 
Clause 21 of the Ad, Advisory Committee 
has to be formsd. That is provided in the Act. 
It consists only of Central Government Offi
cers. I would like to suggest that some offi
cers and representatives of the State Gov
ernment should also be included in that 
Committee.

This is not going to help m its full form. 
We have to take other adequate safeguards 
also. The Government has to consider a 
point as to what should be the distance of a 
hazardous chemical industry specially from
#  town or a metropolitan city; whether it 
should be 50 miles or 100 miles. We are a 
very big country. Ours is a subcontinent. We 
can carry the gas pipeline from Bombay High 
to Jagishpur or from Hazira to Mathura and 
onwards. So, if we just decide that such 
industries should be near the forest near the 
jungles, where there is very less habitation, 
then there will be very less chance of people, 
men and animals falling victims to any acci
dent that take place. That I consider is an 
important suggestion. There is on industrial 
area coming up near Kurkumb, sixty miles 
away from Poona and about 250 miles away 
from the metropolitan city of Bombay. So, 
the chemical industries can go there. They 
shouid not be near Ankieshwar. near Surat 
or in Wapi where there is dense population 
and which are surrounded by other indus
tries also.

I would also like to suggest that the time 
is ripe nowto consider whether we shouid go 
in tor very big petro-chemical industries 
where, if an accident takes place, the loss is 
in crores of rupees and where people die in 
hundreds and thousands. In such cases we 
have to see whether the upper limit of insur
ance which is Rs. SO crores, is going to help.

Of course, the General Insurance
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Company has suggested that one-time 
compensation should not be more than Rs. 
2.5 crores and the total compensation in a 
year should not be more than Rs. 5 crores, 
but I understand, the Government has sug
gested that one-time compensation should 
be about Rs. Five crores and the total com
pensation for the year should not be more 
than Rs. 15 crores. According to the calcula
tion, the General Insurance Company is 
going to get a premium of about Rs. 125 
crores if all the industnes abide by the enact
ment and pay the premium by the deadline 
fixed, that is, 31st March, 1992.

Under these circumstances, I do not 
agree with Shri George Fernandes that tNs 
is a contempt of the house. It was a real 
inability expressed by the General Insur
ance Company. The circumstances that 
existed, needed an amendment in the Act. 
That amendment is rightly brought here and 
it has to be supported by all sections of the 
House so that whatever is stipulated in this 
Bill, that is, the target date fixed for these 
industries to pay the premium and take the 
insurance cover, can be achieved.

With these words, I support the Resolu
tion and thank you for giving me the time.

[Translation]

PROF. RASA SINGH RAW AT (Ajmer): 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, ourcoHeague Shri George 
Fernandes has raised certain Constitutional 
objections regarding the Public U tility  In
surance (Amendment) Bill. Of course, thebe 
objections require Government's considera
tion as to why the Government itself could 
not impress upon one of its Departments to 
follow the conditions of the resolution which 
has been passed by the House, the supreme 
institution of the nation. Was this issue pre
sented before the.Cabinet? Is so, the ques
tions arise whether the Minister of Finance 
was consulted in this regard whether officers 
of the General Insurance Companies had

been examined in this connection. A period 
of more than one year has passed when this 
law enacted. Some accidents might have 
deRnitly occurred during this period and the 
victims of those accidents would have been 
deprived of the benefits of the environmental 
relief funds. If this Act would have been 
implemented property, they might have got 
compensation etc. Therefore, in my opinion, 
the Government should consider it seriously 
rnd in future also, whenever the Govern
ment brings any such bill,* it should consider 
it deeply before introducing it, so that the 
Government may not face such an embar
rassing situation as H is facing today.

I support the spirit behind the proposed 
amendment in the Public Liability Insurance 
Bill, 1991. This Bill was brought with a view 
to provide immediate relief to a number of 
people affected from accidents on such 
places who were engaged in carriage, 
moulding and handing of such items. A 
decision was taken to control the accidents 
and to provide a prescribed amount to the 
affected persons and it was also madeobhga- 
tory for the owners of the companies to take 
Insurance policies for such purposes, but 
they did not take the Insurance policies 
because the Insurance companies raised 
some disputes. This Amendment has been 
made to remove this shortcoming. Accord
ing to it, the liability premium of the Insurance 
companies has been limited and the liabili
ties of the owners have been made unlim
ited.

Mr. Chairman. Sir, I would like to state 
that the liabilities of the Insurance compa
nies should also be made unlimited. I have 
reasons in support of my contention. Sup
pose some serious accident occurs in a 
smaN factory while moulding and handling 
such Items and the owner of the factory is not 
in a position to provide any compensation, or 
immediate relief or interim relief to the victim, 
then how the compensation can be recov
ered from him. In such a situation, therefore, 
I would tike then the Government should 
seriously think over the issue of limiting the
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liabilities of the Insurance companies to the 
limit of the premium. In the event of such 
accidents, it should have tobe considered as 
to what were the droomstances, the nature 
of the accidents, the reasons, of the accid- 
ednts, the situation of the surroundings, the 
number of persons living in the victinity, the 
number of persons affected or kitted not only 
inside the factory but also outsid it due to the 
accident. All thsese factors must be taken 
into account.

Mr. Chairman, Sir, we have not still 
forgotten/the Bhopal gas trageday. Even 
today, these thousands of people state 
demonstation at Boat Club every year at the 
anniversary of the Bhopal Gas tragedy be
cause the people could not be able to get 
adequate relief. We are grateful to the Su
preme Court whose verdict has helped the 
victims in gettin some relief. Otherwise, the 
Union Carbide caompany had mde every 
effort to deceive the victims and if the com
pany would have succeeded in its attempt to 
deceive the victimsm, it would have been 
unique incident in the Indian hidtory. I would 
like to point out to the Government that even 
today, there is a dose relation between 
Insurance and Compensation in the country. 
The factories owners do not bother about 
any accident, because they think that their 
factories are accident proof and even if any 
accident takes place, they will get insure- 
ance claims in the shape of compensation. 
But even crores of rupees cannot revive 
those who loss their lives in accidents. The 
compensation cannot take the place of a 
husband for a wife, of a father for a child, of 
the only earning member for a family. This 
should be considered, seriously as to as to 
who are responsible for these accidents, 
why such aocidents occur and whether these 
accidents can be controlled.

Mr. Chairman, Sir, I would like to point 
out that there is a dose relation between 
industrial security restrictions and manage
ment Negligence on the part of manage
ment can out do all the significant produc
tion, and the huge profit of a factory. Unless
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proper security is provided to the workers, 
They may be victims of the accidents. It also 
affects the health of the people living in the 
nearby colonies. In this way, earning huge 
profrt is totally immaterial. Therefore, it is 
very essential to pay attention to these three 
things. It must be taken into account as to 
how the security can be maintainde, how 
environment can be made healthy for the 
labourers, how their lives can be protected 
and what arrangements have been made so 
far in this regard. Otherwise the payment of 
the premium of the Insurance, amounting to 
Rs. 25,000 only, will not compensat the loss 
of the valuable life of man. How can a small 
child of the victims be able to meet this 
expenditure upto the age of 18? What will be 
the future of the family of a victim who has a 
big family or who died leaving after him 
various sorts of huge loans. What will be the 
lot of those innocent persons who lived only 
in vicinity of the factory and did not work in 
that factory. Sir, I therefore, would like to 
state through you that it is a wise step that the 
Government has fixed the environmental 
relief under the public liability Insurance. No 
doubt, it will provide relief to them, but, will 
the bureaucrats of the Insurance companies 
or the Collector issue orders for this pur
pose? In the circumstances, the Govern
ment should keep more rights with it so that 
it may be able to provide relief to the affected 
person without any delay. The affected per
sons should not face the vaguries and red- 
tapism of bureaucrats, corruption and brib
eries. The officers of the Insurance compa
nies do not pay any attention unless they are 
given bribes. Such a situation should always 
be avoided. It is the duty of the Government 
to keep a dose watch on it. Only the enact
ment of law will not serve any purpose. To 
esure the proper implementation of law is 
also the duty of the Government.

Emphasis should also be made on tak
ing steps to contain accidents in industries. 
Sir, according to survey conducted in India, 
there are 641 such industrial institutions in 
the country at are still in tfie grip of danger. 
At any moment accident may happen there.
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In order to avoid such accidents, no meas- 
uraa hava yat faaan taken at ai. There it a lot 
of negligence and laxity in this regard on the 
part of tha management Tha Inspectors or 
tha inquiry authorities sent on behaft of the 
Government are given brfces to keep them 
mum and they return without fulfilling their 
duty. These days, clothes are dyed in Pali 
district of Rajasthan and poisonous malarial 
emitting out of the workshop is mixed with 
water; and the polluted water creates prob
lem for the healthy and innocent residents of 
the viflages. People living in the vicinity of the 
Atomic Power Plan of Rawatbhata in Kota 
district have become hunch-backed due to 
poflution through effluents of uranium emit
ted from the Plant. We have to pay attention 
to these problems of the affected people. 
Therefore, I was saying that the Government 
should make joint schemes keeping in view 
tha welfare of labourers and management 
a i  weH as the ecology and environment of 
the area.

I would Kke to say one thing more. The 
Government wiN make laws for the labourers 
in the organised sector, but we have to think 
about the labourers in the unorganised sec
tor. In the Metropolitan cities Ike Deftti, lakhs 
of labourers dwelling in slum clusters are 
engaged in construction work. W ll such a 
type of law be effective for them in case they 
meat accident white working in high riae 
buildings? Has any arrangement been made 
by the contractors and construction compa
nies for the labourers, who work in hard and 
miserable conditions. We hava to pay atten
tion in this regard too. and their working 
conditions should also be improved.

Sir, I am very distressed to point out one 
thing that our Government considers itself to 
be a welfare Government and tan claims are 
made about safeguarding tha interests of 
labourers and farmers, but whan an Interna
tional Conference at labour was held bulurte 
1988 and it was deckled at 75th session of 
Ihrt Conference thwt special laws would be

made abort health and security of labourers 
the representative of the Government ex
pressed Ms inability to do so. The name of 
the conference was "Reoommendation 175*. 
Perhaps 175 recommendations were made 
in it There b  already Compensation Act, 
Employee Stale Insurance Act, Public Liabil
ity Insurance, besides factory Act etc. At 
present there is no need of its implementa
tion.

Sir, through you I would Ike bring to the 
notice of the House that every year 5 to 7 
people die while mining in stone quarries in 
the vicinity of Delhi and many hon. Members 
raise the matter of providing compensation 
to the next of kin and their families in this 
House. But no attention has been paid by the 
Government to their problems. Who will pay 
tor their insurance cover? Have the owners 
of these quarries been bound for it? Will they 
also come underthe purview of this Act’ The 
Government should also pay attention in this 
direction.

It should safeguard the interests of 
workers working in mines, water, quarries, 
air pressure area or in units manufactunng 
explosives. You must not have forgotten the 
incident of Sivakasht. Young children make 
crackers in Sivakashi in Tamilnadu. Many 
people died in an accident there and no one 
survived in some of the families. Attention 
should be paid to the miserable condition of 
such people as well as to the areas in which 
they are situated. Godowns storing explo
sives one located in areas where there are 
residential colonies. We can imagine the 
loss which may occur by an accident in the 
godowns situated in residential colonies. 
Insustral accidents are becoming a hurdle in 
the progress of the nation. The nation loses 
crore of rupees due to industrial accidents. 
Many lives are also lost in these accidents. 
Besides, innocent people living in the vidnily 
also become victim of the accident. Then 
there is polution and other far-reaching ef
fects because of these industries being lo
cated in residential colonies. Many people 
oeoome orsaoieo in inese accwems, ine
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Public Liability insurance (Amendment) BiH 
should be passed and the Government 
should remove the shortcomings of this Bid
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...(Interruptions) ...The amount of Rs.25000 
is very less and out of it Rs. 12500 are for 
medical expenses. We will have to think over 
it seriously. At the time of fixing insuranoe 
premium their liability should be unlimited. I 
strongly support this Bill for its futuristic spirit 
of the interests of labourers. In this Bill the 
provisions should be made for the workers 
working in mining, construction or those who 
get electrocuted and in a motor accident or 
drown and security for the workers who are 
engaged in demolition of house. If this is not 
done the Government will have to introduce 
amendment again to remove the shortcom
ings I conclude with these words.

[English]

SHRI G RO RGE FERNANDES: Mr. 
Chairman. Sir, I am speaking under rule340.

Rajya Sabha and was welcomed in every 
quarter.

1&00hrs.

The Government and the Hon. Presi
dent gave so much importance to the Act 
that the latter gave his assent to it within 11- 
12 days of its being passed by the Parlia
ment I am again coming to the point I had 
raised eariier.The Act which has been brought 
forward here by the hon. Minister Shri Kamel 
Nath today, bears his signature dated 17th of 
February.

[English)

The aforesaid Act was passed by this 
House on 7th January. 1991. by the Rajya 
Sabha on the 9th of January. 1991 and that 
was assented to by the President of India on 
the 22nd of January. 1991. We should at 
predate the importance given to this Act

and Public Liability 622
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[Translation}

I propose to adjourn the debate. I have 
raised a very important question. At that 
time, I did not have this page of the Bill which 
I just now brought from the Library. It is draft 
fo the original Bill.

[English}
Rule 340 says:

“At any time after a motion has been 
made, a Member may move that the 
debate on the motion be adjourned.”

The Public Liability Insurance A ct 1991 
was passed by the Houses of Parliament by 
Lok Sabha on 7th January. 1991 and by 
Rajya Sabha on 9th January, 1991. There is 
a seal on this saying that It was assented to 
bythe President on 22nd January, 1991 and 
this Is Act No. 6 of 1991.

[Transtetior\

This BiH was passed by Lok Sabha and

The aforesaid Act could not, however, 
be implemented on account of insurance 
companies not agreeing to give insurance 
policies for unlimited liability of the owners.

[Translation]

Earlier also, a BiH was brought forward 
in this House in this regard. I have said 
earlier also that it is direct breach of privilege 
of this House and is acaseofcontemptof the 
House. The letter which I have sent to you 
just new, states that.

[Engm
The Public Liability Insurance (Amend

ment) BM.1992 seeks to amend the provi
sions of the Public LMbiHty insurance Act 
1991. The A d  has been assented to fay the 
President on 22nd January, 1991. In the 
statement of objects and reasosy, the Minis
ter states that the Amendment Bid had to b* 
introduced because of the insurance com
panies not agreeing to give insurance poli
cies for unlimited liability as visualised in the
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original enactment. This act of the insurance 
companies isrtantamount to gross contempt 
of Parliament and also an insult to the coffioe 
of the President of India.

I hereby move that the House take up 
this matter of breach of privilege under rule 
222. As the matter has grave implications, I 
urge that it be taken up immediately.

[Translation]

And in this context, I have made a motion 
to adjourn the debate on the Motion under 
rule 340. My Privilege Motion is....

[English]

MR. CHAIRMAN: I would not allow you 
to discuss this matter unless leave is granted 
to you. Therefore, I have allowed you to 
speak so far. But hereafter if you want to 
develop the whole subject, I would not allow.

SHRI G EO R G E FERNANDES: I am 
seeking your leaves. You must allow to make 
my submission.

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have raised two 
questions. The first point is under rule 340. 
You want that the debate on this motion be 
adjourned. Secondly, you are also basing 
your plea regarding contempt of the House, 
the notice for which you have just now given.

Let me deal with this first. If I allow you, 
then you can go ahead. The whole House 
knows and I also know what you are raising. 
Therefore, at this stage, I will have to give my 
views.

SHRI G EO RG E FERNANDES: You 
must hear us before you give your ruling.

MR. CHAIRMAN: The point whether 
you can raise both these questions. I win 
have to deal first and then I will have to 
decide.

SHRI G EO RG E FERNANDES: At the 
moment, I am at rule 340 for adjournment of 
debate on the motion.

MR. CHAIRMAN: You yourself mix Rule 
340 with the privilege motion.

SHRI GEO RG E FERNANDES: I have 
brought in the privilege aspect only to make 
the point clear and to draw the attention to, 
the seriousness of the matter.

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are basing your 
plea under rule 340. On the basis of the 
notice, it has been raised.

(Interruptions)

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let me deal with this 
now. I would not allow you to discuss the 
whole thing. Because otherwise, there is no 
point in rejecting or accepting it If it is to be 
accepted or rejected, at this stage, I must 
give my ruling. If I allow you to discuss the 
whole thing and then either I accept or reject, 
then there is no point in giving a ruling

(Interruptions)

MR. CHAIRMAN. I do not want any 
help. I will deal with whatever Shri George 
Fernandes, the hon. Member, has asgued

(Interruptions)

SHRI RAM NAIK (Bombay North): I am 
on a point of order. My point of order is that 
the debate is not going according to the 
rules. The most important point has been 
highlighted by hon. George Fernandes. In 
addition to that, whether this original Act, 
Public Liabilities Insurance Act. 1991 has 
come into operation or not is a moot point. 
Now that has been raised.

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are raising some 
other point than what Shri George Fernan* 
des has raised. Point of Order must arise out 
of what Mr. George Fernandes has 
raised.
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SHRI RAM NAIK: Whatever Shri George 
Fernandes wants to say, he has said {Inter
ruptions)

MR. CHAIRMAN: You sit down please. 
1 cannot hear everybody at a time. I will hear 
the Members one by one. I will allow you to 
speak if it is necessary.

Insurance (Amend.) BiN

MR. CHAIRMAN: I would like to know 
from the hon. Minister whether the Act had 
come into force.

SHRI KAMAL NATH: I could intervene. 
Mr. George Fernandes has raised a point. I 
would like to dispel some of the misgivings 
on this.

SHRI RAM NAIK: The first sentence of 
para 2 of tha Objects and Reasons says:-

T h e  aforesaid Act could not, how
ever, be implemented on account of 
the insurance companies not agree
ing to give insurance policies for un
limited liability of the owners."

The point is the Act has not come into 
operation. Here the Government says that 
insurance could not be given. Insurance 
could only be given when the Act comes into 
operation. The Act has not come into opera
tion. And the Government comes forward 
and tells us that this could not be imple
mented only because the insurance compa
nies have not agreed.

What hns been stated in the Act and 
what has been stated in the Objects has 
been highlited properly by hon. George 
Fernandes.

So, I am supporting his contention and, 
at the same time, whatever is going on, is not 
according to the rules and, that is why it is in 
the interest of the Lok Sabha that the debate 
shouid be stopped and suspended and the 
hon. Minister verifies it.

Of course, before you give your ruling, 
you may naturally ask the hon. Minister to 
clarify!

So, it is desirable in the interested of Lok 
Sabha proceedings that the matter should 
be suspended here and the debate should 
be carried afterwards. That is my submis
sion.

I do on principle agree with him that an 
Act passed by Parliament cannot possibly 
be flouted and. if it is flouted, it "foes amount 
to a privilege issue and is contcnpt of the 
House.

I will endeavour to explain why it is not
so.

The Act passed in 1991 made it incum
bent on industries to take out a policy.

This Act did not make it incumbent on 
the insurance companies to give the policy. 
{Interruptions)

MR. CHAIRMAN : Will you first make it 
clear whether the Act came into force?

SHRI KAMAL NATH: The Act came into 
force on 1-4-1991.

SHRI S Y EO  SH AH ABU D DIN  
(Kishznganj): What is the indication?

SHRI KAMAL NATH: After that, the 
insurance companies did not refuse. They 
submitted that this unlimited liability which 
they have been exposed to, if that so, then 
this House could make adequate budgetary 
provision for it. Because, if there is a ques
tion of unlimited liability, all the appropria
tions, financial appropriations are done by 
this House only. So, they submitted that the 
question of unlimited liability has not been 
appropriated by this House itself. This mat
ter was considered. I would also additionally 
add that this matter, in discussions earlier, 
was considered whether the liability of an 
Insurance Company could be limited. It was 
at that time, when the Act was passed by this
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House in 1991, considered that couid per
haps be done under the rules to toe framed. 
But subsequently it emerged that it could not 
be done under the rules. That means, the 
limitations could not be provided under the 
rules. So, the Insurance Companies and the 
Finance Ministry then held discussion with 
us asking what is the way out. I would cer
tainly agree with Shri George Fernandes if 
the Insurance Companies said: "No, we are 
not willing to give any insurance." The point 
that he made was that in my statement I have 
said that this Act could not be implemented 
on account of the Insurance Companies not 
agreeing to it. They were not agreeing in the 
given situation at that time. If they were 
directed by the Finance Ministry to do so, 
they would have done so.

SHRI G EO RG E FERNANDES: It makes 
more complicated. Is it not getting more 
complicated?

SHRI KAMAL NATH: Let me finish. You 
can certainly have your say. So, the Finance 
Ministry then the Banking Division -  also felt 
re-insurance is not possible in the case of 
unlimited liability, re-insurance is not pos* 
stole and in such cases K has to be quanti
fied. So. it is that which led to this amend
ment ft is not a question of the Insurance 
Companies flouting it; the Insurance Com
panies not agreeing to it. It is not the case. 
It was their submission.

SHRI RAM NAIK: Have the rules been 
framed?

MR. CHAIRMAN: This submission is for 
my purpose.

( Interruptions)

SHRI G EO R G E FERNANDES: I wish 
to make a submission. I cannot stand unless 
you sit down.

M R  CHAIRMAN: There cannot be afuil 
debate on this.

SHRIGEORGE FERNANDES: f am not 
asking for a full debate.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Some points were 
raised. I can decide now on hearing the 
clarification of the Minister.

SHRI G EORGE FERNANDES: No. This 
is precisely on the Minister's clarification that 
I want a clarification. Mrs. Menaka Gandhi in 
her concluding speech in the House when 
this BiH was moved, and when it was passed 
on the 7th January, 1991 said like this. Here 
is our Law Minister who made a very impres
sive speech and praised the Minister for 
having brought forward that very historic Bid. 
The words were his own. Mrs. Menaka 
Gandhi says:

"We have held intensive discussions 
over the last three years with the General 
Insurance Company and other Associations. 
The Bill is based on a scheme determined by 
an Expert Committee. It will be our endeav
our to keep the scheme going on so that 
immediate relief could be provided to the 
victims".

[Translation]

Mr. Chairman, Sir, as the hon. Minister 
is saying that an Act has been passed and it 
will not be incumbent on them. With due 
regards to you. I would like to submit that you 
have been an eminent lawyer. Mr. Chair
man, Sir if the Act Says that insurance cover 
is to be provided by the general insurance 
companies and they are under the Govern
ment's control, will you say that

[EngHsh]

it, was not incumbent on them Id in
sure?... ( Interruptions)
[Engtisti]

SHRI A. a  IARLES: I am on a point of 
order.
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M R  CHAIRMAN: No point of order, 
please. I have followed his submission. Now 
it is for ms to decide. Shri George Fernan
des, you are repeating what you have al
ready said.

Now, a point of order was raised by the 
hon. Member Shri Ram Nafc saying that the 
proceedings are not going on according to 
the rules because as the Act had not come 
Into force further amending Act cannot be 
moved in this House. There is no substance 
because the hon. Minister has already made 
it dear that the Act came into force on 1st 
April, 1991. So, this is absolutely In order. 
There is no substance in the point of order 
raised by the hon. Member Shri Ram Naik.

As far as this contempt of the House 
noticegivenbythohon. Member Shri George 
Fernandes is concerned, I submit that ac
cording to rules, the notice should have been 
given by 100 ’Clock today. And if it is given 
after 10 o’clock tomorrow as per Rule 223.

(Interruptions)

SHRI RAM NAIK (Bombay North): It 
can be given in the House also.

(Interruptions)

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let me finish. Why do 
you intervene when I am giving my ruling? 
Now there is a proviso which says that pro
vided further that the Speaker may, if he is 
satisfied about the urgency of the matter, 
aNow a question of privilege to be raised at 
any time during the course, ff you are relying 
upon this, I say that there is no urgency as far 
as this matter is concerned because this Bid 
was circulated on 26th February, 1992 and it 
was introduced on the 3rd March, 1992. 
There was sufficient time for the hon. Mem
ber to give notice. The Statement of Objects 
and Reasons were also circulated. The state
ment on which Shri George Fernandes is 
relying upon was known to him and to the 
whole House even on 26th February, 1992. 
So, I do not consider that there is now any

urgency. The notice will be dealt with by the 
hon. Speaker according to Rule 223 and if 
leave is given by the hon. Speaker, it may be 
considered by this House.

(Interruptions)

SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES (Muzaf- 
farpur): In the context of your decision now, 
I press for my motion under Rule 340.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Asfar as motion under 
Rule 340 is concerned, our Rule 341 says:

‘ If the Speaker is of opinion that a 
motion for the adjournment of a de
bate is an abuse of the rules of the 
House, he may either forthwith put 
the question thereon or decline to 
propose the question."

I decline to propose the question in view 
of what I have dedded as far as this matter 
of contempt of the House is concerned.

Now Shri P. C. Thomas to speak.

(Interruptions)

SHRI P.O. THOMAS (Muvattupuzha): 
Sir, I am glad to support this Bill which is 
intended to give security to people who come 
across accidents by handling of hazardous 
substance in factories. Though the Bill was 
passed in 1991, as you have just seen, there 
were some anomalies which stood in the 
way of poor persons getting the benefit of it 
in the normal manner.

I am happy that the amendments which 
have been proposed by the hon. Minister 
and which have moved here would give 
proper relief to such persons. It is of utmost 
interest to note that though the principle of 
the Act is to helpthe poor persons who come 
across neighbouring sides of factories or 
who are incumbent to come across the 
mishandling or even accidental handling or 
such types of misuse by the factory owners, 
yet it is sorry to note that till now proper
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arrangements have not been made for con
tinuous losses that have been taking place.

16.19 hr».

(SHRI RAM NAIK in the Chair]

I am coming to another point. The ques
tion of continuous losses caused by mishan
dling or handling of hazardous substance in 
the factory is a matter of great concern which 
also, I would submit, should be taken note of 
by the Government at this stage. I have also 
an example to quote. There is a factory 
catted Fertilisers and Chemicals Travanoore 
Limited (FA C T) (Interruptions) I would like to 
have the ears of the Minister. The Minister 
may kindly lend hts ears to me.

I wouid like to submit there are cases 
where continuous fosses are occurring to 
the neighbours living in the surroundings of 
the factory. There is a specific case which I 
can submit and about which, I had already 
put some parliamentary questions, to which 
I had the opportunity to get some answers. It 
was about the handling of hazardous sub
stances by such factories. I was pointing one 
factory specifically, that is, Fertilisers and 
Chemicals Travancore Limited, (FACT), 
Cochin, whether the people residing nearby 
are, for the past several years, suffering due 
to some affluents which come out of the 
factory. When I had put a question on this in 
the Parliament, I received the answer from 
the hon Minister that was true and that 
environmental pollution is being caused by 
the affluents which are coming out from the 
FA CT, Cochin division. But it was unfortu
nate to know, when in this Parliament ses
sion, I had put another question for which I 
got a proper answer, that the factory owners 
have not taken proper care in this matter 
because the answer that was given shows 
that though there has been continuous losses 
to the neighbours, the loss has not been 
assessed so tar.

So, when we think of this very important 
Bill which provides for disturbances caused 
to persons in the locality also, by way of 
handing of hazardous substances by the 
owners of the factories, the Minister may 
kindly think of bringing a new legislation in 
this respect also for the factories are not 
even ready to assess the losses which are 
being caused to the neighbours for several 
years and for which no compensation is 
being paid for the last several years.

There is absolutely no law for this pur
pose. There may be the Civil Court where 
the persons can go; and I understand that in 
this particular case, some persons have 
gone to the Civil Courts and they have got 
decrees in their favour. But the poor persons 
in the locality are not even in a position to go 
in for cases. When the Minister has been so 
punctual to bring about this important amend
ment at this very stage of the session, I 
request That the Minister may also take into 
account these things and bring in a proper 
legislation to give proper compensation for 
the continuous losses which are occurring in 
this way.

I do not like to take much of the time of 
the House, and also all the other points 
which I also share, have already been sub
mitted.

1 once again congratulate the Govern
ment for having brought this Bill. And I hope 
that the new Fund which has been formu
lated will really serve the purpose of giving 
proper relief at proper time to the persons 
who are succumbed to or who are getting 
injured by the use of hazardous substances 
in the factories.

[Trans/af/on]

MR. CHAIRMAN; Shri Chhedi Paswan.

SHRI KAMLA MISHRA MADHUKAR 
(Motihari): Mr. Chairman, Sir, this Bill, which 
has been brought forward by the Govern
ment in this House... ( Interruptions)
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MR. CHAIRM AN: Is It over?

[Trm fution)

SHRI KAMLA MISHRA MAOHUKAR: 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I am not Chhedi Paswan. 
I am Kamla Mishra Madhukar.

[English)

MR. CHARM AN: Since you have al
ready started speaking, you may kindly 
continue. Do you want to speak?

[Translation]

SHRI KAMLA MISHRA MADHUKAR: 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, a general consensus has 
been arrived that Government brought for
ward this BiH only because the 1901 BiH was 
not implemented. It also becomes dear that 
even though laws are enacted, they are not 
implemented. It is proved by the non-imple- 
mentation of law earlier enacted by the 
Government.

untoward happens there, how they will be 
given protection under this BUI. because It 
has been provided in this Bid that there 
should be an insurance of Rs. 50 ciore, The 
Government has not paid attention towards 
this fact it is not possible for small business
men to get such a big insurance policy.

According to the new llberaliasation 
policy of the Government, the foreign com
panies are being invited to set up business 
here and there is a rapid growth in the 
number of multinational companies. What 
provision has been made in this Bill in this 
regard?

Some 3-4 days back, 1 have read in the 
newspapers that the surface of earth is get
ting hotter any by the year 2025, the level of 
underground water will rise up by 26 metres. 
Your intention is to provide immediate relief. 
Although the intention is dear, this Bill can
not achieve the desired aim. The Govern
ment should reconsider as to how to make it 
more effective. The important Bill that is 
related to the lives of labourers should be 
reconsidered

1013 (SAKA) and Pubic Usbifty 834
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The Government enacted a law. but it 
was forced to bring an amendment Bill as the 
General Insurance Companies did not agree 
to implement the same. It is dear that the 
government has become unsuccessful in its 
objective. The same has been said by the 
Members of their side also. It shows that the 
appeal Is not comprehensive. The Bid has 
been brought in a haste. As a result, they had 
to bring an amendment bid. again. There
fore, the debate on this Motion should be 
adjourned and all of its aspects should be 
considered fomake it more comprehensive.

There is a factory in Champaran district
I wKfKJwilHI P w r i  wWHl p l iO i  U W >t
But in ap&e erf those incidents, the factory dki 
not abide by the anH-polutidn laws made by 
the Government How that smaft factory can 
come under the purview of the law. Hazard
ous substances are being used In cracker 
manufacturing factories also. If something

Shri George Fernandes has rightly said 
that it is the failure on the part of the Govern
ment that the law could not be implemented, 
though it was enaded. The hon. Minister 
should tell, what is the guarantee to imple
ment the law after it is enaded. You are 
going to make a new law after amending it 
The Government should pay attention to r 
Secondly, the suggestions given by the hor 
Members should be taken into account am 
then a new Bill brought. I realies that your 
intention is good. But merely good intention 
doss not serve the purpose. One has to 
make full arrangements to implement ths 
law The Government should give us the 
guarantee of all these things and tell us how 
the Biff will be implemented. Besides, what 
would be the aPitudt of the Government 
towards small entrepreneurs? The Govern
ment have promoted multi-national compa
nies in India. Have they been kept under the 
scope of the BHI? Nobody has forgotten the
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Bhopal tragedy till now. h killed several 
people. A legal suit has been filed if the 
courts of America. The relief amount de
cided to be given to the families of deceased 
and injured is insufficient. The victims of 
tragedy are dying of starvation. Nobody is 
taking care of them. In my opinion, the Bill 
brought forward by you should be strictly 
implemented. It is my request.

[English]

SHRI A. ASHOK RAJ (Perambalar) Sir, 
on behalf of the All India Anna DMK Party,
I would like to say a few words about the 
Public Liability Insurance (Amendment, Bill.

First, an Act was enacted in 1991, 
namely the Public Liability Insurance Act 
with the object of providing immediate re- 
liefto the victims of accidents that might 
occur while handling hazardous substances. 
After dealing with the accidents, the Clause 
was changed now. Now it is said that:

"Accident means an accident involv
ing a fothitous or sudden or unin
tended occurrence while handling any 
hazardous substance resulting in 
countinous or intermittent or repeated 
exposure to death of, or injury to, any 
person or damage to any property but 
does not include an accident by rea
son only of war of radio-activity”.

Sir, I would like to suggest that when we 
are enacting the laws, it is better to make the 
words very clear so that at a later date when 
people approach the Courts, they should not 
be misunderstood and that can be done very 
easily. So, what I request is that we can avoid 
use of such lengthy sentences so that when 
we are taking it to legally constituted Courts, 
t can be done very easily.

As regards this Bill is concerned, I really 
'come this Bill, as we see the objectives of 

‘ ich are very good. At the same

time, we are teeing that so many cases are 
there which are not attended to.

The Act could not be implemented on 
account of the insurance companies not 
agreeing to give insurance policies for unlim
ited liability of the owners. Really it is a 
wondering thing. When it is the Government 
companies, it has to a d  Why they are refus
ing is a strange thing. Anyhow, that fault is 
remedied here. Now, it is like this: The liabil
ity of the insurance companies should be 
limited to the amount of the insurance policy, 
though the ownver’s liability shall continue to 
be unlimited under the Act. So, it is changed 
now. In order to help, the Government has 
come forward to create the environmental 
relief fund. But when this environment relief 
fund is set up, I request that necessary 
precaution should also be taken to safe
guard the interests of the woikers.

In the Act, there is a change. It says:

"the insurer who is required to pay 
any amount in terms of such award 
and to the extent specified in sub
section (2B) of section 4, shall, within 
a period of thirty days of the date of 
announcement of the award, deposit 
that amount in such manner as the 
Collector may direct;”

I request the hon. Minister to say about 
the period within which the award should be 
given. It is not important. Sometimes the 
people are taking long period. Actually the 
beneficiary is not at all benefited by that. So, 
the time-limit should be given for that.

MR. CHAIRMAN: The time allotted for 
this Bill is over. Now there are still four or five 
speakers. I would request every speaker to 
complete within five minutes. Your five min
utes are over now. Please try to conclude as 
early as possible.

SHRI A. ASOKARAJ: According to sub
section 8, it should be dearly done. Mr. Rasa 
Sing Rawat from the BJP was referring to the

and Puttie Liability 636
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children’s employment in the cracker units of 
Tamil Nadu. Our leader. Chief Minister Pu- 
ratchi Thalaivi Jayalalitha was taking neces
sary steps to safeguard the interests as well 
as the safety of the children.

Lastly, I would like to know about the 
workers working on casual labour in un- 
authorise units. We are speaking only about 
the workers in the authorised units but we 
are not telling anything about them. In order 
to enable workers understand property about 
the benefits, we should give publicity. Con
sidering the number of accidents that are 
occurring throughout the length and breadth 
of the country, the publicity can be given 
through Radio, TV  and newspapers. An 
advisory committee should also be set up. It 
should be associated with the representa
tives of social organisations, with officers 
from the insurance companies and the gen
eral public. Implementation of the entire 
scheme would depend upon the adequacy 

9 of the insurance cover. Hazardous units are 
1 supposed to calculate the risk. There are 

guidelines as to how the insurance premium 
is to be calculated. Hence the medical ex
penses should also be increased.

SHRI PR ITHVIRAJ D. CHAVAN 
(Karad): Mr. Chairman, Sir, I rise to support 
this amendment Bill. This Act, which has 
been hailed as historic legislation, has it 

r genesis in the worst industrial tragedy of 
Bhopal. Indian Judiciary has pronounced 
some landmark decisions in the Bhopal 
compensation case and also in the Delhi 
Oleum Leakage Case, where the principle of 
nofault liability was established. In the oleum 
leakage case, Shriram Fertilisers were held 

v absolutely liable. Though this Act was passed 
in January, 1991, it could not be given effect 
simply because General Insurance Corpo-

* ration could not insure with unlimited liability. 
This issue was just discussed in the House 
and the Chair had given a ruling. The Minis
ter has also explained. The general Insur
ance companies in India are after all public 
companies. They have to conduct the insur
ance business according to the principles of
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insurance and they are responsible to the 
Parliament. No insurance company can 
conduct its business when the liability is not 
know. They would not even know what pre
mium is to be charged. This lacuna is sought 
to he corrected in this amendment of the Act. 
Section 2 seeks to clarify certain def initions. 
Particularly the definition of the ‘accident’ 
and definition of the ‘owner*. I have a few 
things to say on that, but I will come to it later. 
The main part is the amendment of the 
Section 4 which limits the liability amount to 
what is expressly written in the contract and 
also puts the minimum and maximum limit 
on such amount. The minimum amount being 
the paid-up capital of a company. The maxi
mum limit has been put as Rs. 50 crores. 
There have been some objections to this Rs. 
50 crore limit and I agree with some of the 
Members because large plants today can 
easily have a paid-up capital o f, let us say, 
Rs. 500 or Rs. 1000 crores. A unclear plant 
can have a paid-up capital much larger than 
that. So, why limitthe liability to Rs.50 crores?

But Sir, there is a point. We are now 
going to put this additional liability on the 
industrial establishments, which had been 
set up long time back,, to pay the premium. 
If the premium is calculated on Rs. 1000 
crores, or RS. 500 crores, then premium 
could become a huge or asuntand their prof 
Liability would be affected. I request the hon. 
Minister that this provision should be looked 
at afresh. You could have a limit of Rs. 50 
crores for old companies but in the case of 
new undertakings which are going to come 
up tomorrow, and particularly with the liber
alised Industrial Policy, for the MNCs which 
are likely to come in, please raise the maxi
mum limit on the paid-up capital, it can be 
Rs. 100 crores or Rs. 200 crores or own Rs. 
500 crores.

The other amendment to Section 4 to 
provide many to sheate Relief Fund. Section 
7 also is amendment and it seeks to prevent 
the owner from disposing of the assets to 
escape liability. There can be no argument 
about this. This is a very welcome provision.

. 1913 (SWC4) and Public Liability 638
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T h « new S«ctk>n 7 (A) la to cr#at«th« Envi
ronment Relief Fund.The House must wei* 
come this historic enactment to oome into 
effect. But I have some suggestions to make.
I wHI not take much time of the house, but 
discuss suggestions.

My problems are with some definitions. 
First of all, definition of ‘accident' is sought to 
be changed, i have no problem with the 
definition of accident which precludes acci
dents by reason of war. But why preclude 
accidents of radio-activity. It means that the 
Government wants to avoid paying compen
sation. In case of nuclear accidents. I do not 
exactly know what tghe Government wants. 
We ad know that the nuclear accident has a 
potential of causing the biggest disaster. We 
know about the Three Miles Island in the 
United States and the Chemobyle accident 
in Russia. Let us hope that it does not hap
pen in India. But why are we trying to pre
clude radio activity accidents or nuclear 
accidents? I cannot understand this point. 
The original Act defines handling and limit it 
to transportation by vehicles only. I cannot 
understand why this limitation? In the Envi
ronment Protection Act, the definition of 
handling indudes transportation by all means. 
Now, why, in this Act, transportation by 
vehicles only has been kept? Are we to say 
that handling by some other means like cart 
of something is not to be included? This part 
also needs to be seen.

Thirdly in the definition of hazardous 
substances, the Government has brought in 
quantity now.I cannot understand why quan
tity is brought in. We have a very dear 
definition of the hazardous substances in the 
Environment protection Act. Now, by bring
ing in ooncept of quantity, Government will 
define a hazardous substance by the exe
cuting rule making.

There is one more problem in Section 4 
in deciding the maximum 6mk of insurance In 
case of partnership firms. How areyou going

to find out the assets of these firms as these 
firms have no paid-up capital? who ia going 
to decide about It? Is It going to be decided 
by the Insurance companies or the advisory 
committees ? It needs to be clarified In the 
rules.

The original Act gives time of one year 
to a company to get the liability insurance. I 
think this time is too much. It should be done , 
within three months.

Another point which had been debated 
when the original A d  was passed was about 
exemptions with the Act seeks to give to the *■ 
Central and State Governments. This is highly 
discriminatory. It appears to violate Article 
14 of the Constitution which ensures equal 
protection to everybody. I request the Gov
ernment that local bodies State and Central 
Government owned corporations should be 
deleted. You can have some powers exemp
tions of State and Central Government 
departments but not for Corporations.

v
Finally, I would liketosay thattheamount 

of compensation is very small In the Bhopal 
Gas case, the Supreme Court has given 
something like one to three lakhs of rupees 
for the victims. Even thought it is an immedi
ate relief, the amount of Rs. 25,000 is too 
meagre.

There is one other point. It is stated that 
the Collector is going to decide the extent of 
compensation in the case of injuries. How is 
the Collector going to decide whether it is a 
permanent partial disability or a permanent 
total disability. Even the Supreme Court ju
rists have nor been able to decide the extent 
of injuries in the Bhopal gas tragedy. Then,, 
how is the Collector going to decide this? 
This point needs to be clarified.

and PubMc UabUty 640
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Lastly. I would like to mention that Rs. 
6.000fer damage to property today’s cost of 
living is notjring. This figure needs to be 
changed. This can be done by the Govern
ment through delegated power.
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O n the whole, it it a vary welcome Act 
which needstobeput Into effect immediately 
and I raquast tha Houaa for its total support 
for this legislation.

SHRI SYED SHAHABUDDIN ( Klshan- 
ganj): Mr. Chairman Sir, I thank you for 
giving m e a ftw  minutes but I have a few 
amendments. I would not like to take too 
much time of the House.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Right now, you may 
speak on the amendment as well.

SHRI SYED SHAHABUDDIN: Right Sir.

I would like to place the sequence of 
events before you. The Act was enacted and 
a notification was issued. And after that, I 
presume, as prescribed under the law, vari
ous industrial concerns approached the 
Insurance Company with proposals of insur
ance. Now, there is only one General Insur
ance Company and it appears that Refused 
to honour or accept these proposals. It is not 
yet dear and I would like the hon. Minister to 
clarify. Why was it that the objections that 
were raised at this stage by the Insurance 
Company did not come to the notice of the 
Companies and the Government during the 
there years of proceeding discussions? I 
Would also like to know as to who or what 
was the real factor behind it. We are advised 
that the real situation was this that the Indian 
Insurance Company, viz. the GIC is not 
under-writing its own policies. It is being 
under-written by a foreign multi-national or 
by a group to foreign multi-nationals. I would 
Hke the hon. Minister to darify this point. Why 

1 is it that a company which has the monopoly 
qf ail the general insurance business in this 

Country cannot be self-sufficient unto itseff? 
Why must it rely on a under-writer who is for 
removed from our shores? And on thedicta- 
tion and refusal of those under-writers, It 
seaks to defy a legislation duly enacted and 
notified by the people of India. This Is the 
question that lam raising. I am not pressing 
the Issued privilege. I would like the hon. 
Minister to clarify this point Did the insur-

ance company, fadng the situation arising 
out of the reluctance of foreign companies 
over which they have no control, come to the 
Government and say, "Sorry, this is the 
position we are in. Either you liberate us from 
the multinational, or allow us to defy this 
piece of legislation.”? Then, I would also like 
to know from the hon. Minister as to how 
much money was involved. How many pro
posal are involved which have not yet been 
implemented under the law which remained 
as a dead letter?

Now I would like to raise the question of 
limitation. There are two categories of people 
and the BiH is not dear about it. There are 
manufacturers o* hazardous substances and 
there are the users of hazardous Substances. 
Almost every indusry uses some hazardus 
substance in one way or the other. Surely, a 
clear distinction can be made between the 
liability of a manufacturer like the Union 
Carbide and the liability of a small scale 
industrialist who is using sulphuric acid in the 
industrial process. But the law makes no 
such distinction. My own view would be that 
as for the manufacturer, the liability should 
be unlimited and as for the industrial user, 
the liability may be limited. This distinction 
may be made on a rational basis. We cannot 
treat all or them alike. Therefore, I feel that 
the law as it stands and the Bill that has come 
before us, lacks darity and a proper rational 
basis of dassiftcation.

1913 (SAKA) and Public Liability 642
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Now, the hon. Minister tells us that it is for 
affording immediate relief and not that is not 
aquestion of compensation. First, I question 
this observation. There is a very nebulous 
tine between relief and compensation. Infact 
relief is now being ordered by severaal High 
Courts in cases of personal injury as a matter 
of right, as a matter of obligation Relief can 
be the first stage of compensation, the first 
installment of compensation. Therefore, a 
sharp distinction cannot be made on that 
point But assuming that we take the hon. 
Minister's statement at its face value, he is 

■ very anxious but at the same time he has
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ap_, ap_,* ]j kk_qnn]j_a sdeha d]j`hejc ]ju
d]v]n`kqo oq^op]j_a,á Kks* d]j`hejc eo ]
ran^ sde_d namqenao ] oq^fa_p* ] `kan, E eo
fqop jkp_ha]n, Pkiapeiao epeopkp]hhu]__e`ajå
p]h]j` okiapeiao ep_]j ^ai]ji]`a* ep_]j
^a pda b]qhp kb ]skngan* b]qhp kb pda i]j]ca(
iajp pd]p ] lela d]o nqopa` ]j` ep oeilhu
atlhk`a`, Qdanabkna* ejopa]` kb qoejc ]j
]_pera ran^ land]lo ^appan `n]bpejc skqh`
d]ra^aaj pdnkqcd pda qoa kb ] l]ooera ran^
o]uejc pd]p ej pda lnk_aoo kb ] d]v]n`kqo
oq^op]j_a^aejc d]j`ha` okiapdejck__qno*
e ]i jkp dana pkpa]_d beralkejpokbcn]ii]n
^qp F `k ^aheara pd]p kqn op]j`]n` kb`n]bpejc
eo ckejc `ksj ]j` iq_d hepec]pekj eo ]neoejc
^a_]qoakb pdalkkn ]j` ej]__qn]pa`n]bpejc,

Katp Fp ola]go kb atailpekj kb ]__eå
`ajpo _]qoa` ^u s]n kn n]`ek]_pera oq^å

op]j_ao, Qda dkj, Jejeopani]u hap qo gjks
sdapdanda ej`q`ao ]__e`ajp_]qoa`^u _ereh
_kiikpekj kn _ereh `eopqn^]j_a* eo da lnaå
l]na pk ]llhu pdeo h]s ej _]oa kb ejfqnu pk
lanokj ]j` lnklanpu _]qoa` ^u ] _ereh _kiå
ikpekj=

Ju pden` lkejp eo pd]p F oeilhu `k jkp
qj`anop]j`pdeoldn]oa %Bjrenkjiajp]h Cqj`(,
Qdana eo ] oal]n]pa Bjrenkjiajp Mnkpa_pekj
>`, Qdeo eoianahu* ]o pda dkj, Jejeopan d]o
atlh]eja` ] bqj` pk lnkre`a naheab bkn pda
re_peiokbatlhkoekjo]neoejckqpkbpda qoakb
d]v]n`kqo oq^op]j_ao, Fpdejg ]c]ej pdana eo
h]_g kb `]nepu, F `k jkp pdejg ] h]s odkqh` ^a
l]ooa` sde_d odkqh` ^a lnei]b]`a qj_ha]n,
Qdanabkna* Pen* sepd pdaoa skn`o F lh]_a iu
reaso ^abkna pda Ekqoa, F pdejg pda dkj,
Jejeopan odkqh` nareas pdeo lea_a kb haceoh]å
pekj ]j` odkqh` _kia ^]_g pk pda Ekqoa pk
oaag kqn ]llnkr]h,

JO, @E>FOJ>K8 Vao* Jn, Jejeopan,

PEOF KFOJ>I H>KQF @E>QQBOGBB8
&Aqi`qi' Pen* pdana eo]jkpdanola]ganbnki
kqn l]npu, F dkla deo j]ia d]o ogella` ukqn
]ppajpekj,

JO, @E>FOJ>K8 F `k jkp d]ra ]ju
kpdan j]ia,

PEOF KFOJ>I H>KQF @E>QQBOGBB8
Pen, sa d]` ceraj Pdne Jqgdanfaa%o j]ia,

JO, @E>FOJ>K8 >E necdp Pdne >fku
Jqgdapfaa i]u ola]g,

PEOe >GLV JRHELM>AEV>V &Hneod+
j]c]n'8 Jn, @d]eniaj* Pen* pda peia eo ranu
heiepa` ]j` F od]hh ^a ranu ^neab,

Pen* pdalkejp n]eoa`^u pdadkj, Jai^an
Pdne Daknca Canj]j`ao* F ]i ej ]cnaaiajp
sepd pd]p, ?qp* oej_a* pda @d]en+Manokj* pd]p
eo pda lnaoe`ejc Lbbe_an* d]o ceraj ] nqhejc* /
]i jkpmqaopekjejcpd]p nqhejc, ?qp pda mqaoå
pekj eo, sdu pdeo ?ehh d]o ^aaj ^nkqcdp ej= Fo
ep `qa pk pda cajan]h ejoqn]jka _kil]jeaaâ
jkp ]cnaaejc pk cera ejoqn]jka lkhe_eao bkn
qjheiepa` he] êhepukb pdaksjano kn eo ep ] opal
bkn_ha]nejcpdal]pdkbbknaecjiqTj]pgi]pa
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must be made dear. Without raising any 
question about the good intentions of the 
hon. Minister, many questions have come 
up. Because, the Bhopal Gas Tragedy is still 
fresh in our memory. The multi-national 
company, Union Carbide India limited was 
responsible for deaths of thousands of per
sons and the colossal loss of property and 
unprecedented damage to the environment. 
But they have not been properly punished or 
the victims have not been compensated in 
real terms.

Now, in the background of the industrial 
policy of the Government of India, every- 
thing is being relaxed in the name of liberali
sation. No licence is necessary. Even the 
locational licence has been given a go bye. 
So, the danger to the people of this poor 
country is increasing. My point is that this Bill 
should be re-drafted because in defining the 
acddent, it has been started and I quote: 
“Accident means an accident involving a 
fortuitous, or sudden or unintended occur
rence while handling any hazardous sub
stance resulting in continuous or intermittent 
or repeated exposure to death of, or injury to, 
any person or damage to any property but 
does not indude an accident by reason only 
of war or radio-activity.” You have exduded 
war or radio-activity, if there is an accident, 
in nuclear plant then It will not come under he 
purview of this Amendment Bill. This is 
dangerous, in the Act itself, CentralGovem- 
ment has the power. By issuing a Notifica
tion, they can exempt from the operation of 
Sub-Section 1 “any owner, namely, the 
Central government or the State Govern
ment or any Corporation owned or controlled 
by the Central Government or the State 
Government or any local authority..." So. if 
any accident takes place in a public sector 
undertaking or in a Government department, 
than the people who will be insured or who 
will die will not be compensated. I think, this 
is something which is absurd. So, all these 
things require changes. Moreover, now-a- 
days, when the Government is bent upon 
removing the distinction between the public 
sector and private sector through its so called 
new policies, then the public sector and the

Government departments must come under 
its purview.

17.00 hre.

The rationale of the Act was all right. But 
the Act has not come in operation. The Bill 
was enacted in 1991 and thereafter not a 
single application has been made in terms of 
that Act. Now you have come here with this 
Public liability Insurance (Amendment) Bill. 
So, there is every apprehension that this Bid, 
if enacted, will not be implemented in future 
also.

Moreover, the copensation which has 
been proposed here is too meagre; and the 
big companies, big multinationals will be 
spared; and small fries will be hard-hit; they 
will come under the net of this Bill. I think this 
is highly objectionable. The intention might 
be good. Butthe Bill has been drafted in such 
a way that the people who handle, the poor 
workmen who handle hazardous things, will 
not be secured at all; and the people who are 
residing in the localities of these companies, 
the mebers of the public who are residing in 
the locality of these companies, will not be 
benefited, they will not be spared at alt.

With these words, I oppose the Public 
Liability Insurance (Amendment) Bill and 
request the Minister to bring a coprehensive 
Bill before the Parliament. Thank you.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now the Minister will 
reply to the debate.

and Public Liability 646
Insurance (Amend.) Bill

SHRI KAMAL NATH: I am thankful to 
the hon. Members for asking valuable sug
gestions. At the outset, I would like to reiter
ate the points made by some of the friends 
that the legislation passed by this House was 
flouted. The experience of Shri George 
Fernandes on the Floor of this house is 
undoubtediy-much more than I and any of 
us. I am equally conscious that if such a 
situation was there. I would have not have let 
It happen. I did look at this matter as to what 
is the reason for them-the General Insur
ance Companies on a legislation passed by
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[Sh. Kamal Hath] If we have to have interim relief we have to

both Houses of Parliament and having re
ceived Presidential Assent-not doing It?

After having gone into the facts-prior to 
this, it has gone to he Cabinet alao-l did look 
at that aspect; It struck me and more so It 
struck very easily Mr. George Fernandes 
and many others. But, that is not the case. 
What happened was when the discussion 
was held on the concept of the legislation 
with he GICs, this unlim ited liability issue did 
not come up. When this Act came into being, 
and when certain aspect of that legislation 
was discussed with GICs, there was an 
impression that we could correct it under the 
subordinate Legislation, under the rules to 
be laid down.

It was only in July 1991 that we received 
the first communication from the General 
Insurance Companies not defying it, but 
stating that under the present system where 
there is no appropriation-the appropriaion 
made by this house for...

SHRI SRIBALLAB PANIGRAHI (Deog- 
arh): Was this not isubialised at that time?

SHRI KAMAL NATH: This was not visu
alised at that time. So, their opinion and their 
submission was that taking on this unlimited 
liability would, in case of a tragedy like Bhopal, 
really liquidate the Insurance Companies. It 
would not serve the end of the insurance 
policy itself. So, if the Government or if the 
Finance inistry so desired it could be done. If 
this House is willing to provids unlimited 
liability this house can very well appropriate 
an unlimited liability.

In the discussion there was another 
question to this, the question being reinsur
ance. Re-insurance of unlimited liability is 
not in insurance parlance. It does not hap
pen. Discussions were held with the Finance 
Ministry and the Department of Banking and 
with the insuranoe company. But then it was 
considered, what the use was of having 
interim relief If there is a ceiling on it. Interim 
relief, If it is a requirement, it is a requirement

have It.

SHRI SYED SHAHABUDDIN: Who was 
the re-insurer? Which was the company 
which was supposed to be the re-insurer, or 
underwriter?

SHRI KAMAL NATH: I am afraid, the 
Finanoe Minister will have to answer this. 
This is a question which could be rightly 
posed to the Finance Minister. As hon. 
Member Shn Shahbuddin would agree, 
whether we should have-reinsurance at a ^  
and whether the reinsurer should be X, Y, A 
or B Is a question for the Finance Ministry to 
look into.

SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES: Just one 
question, Mr. Minister. Will you deny that the 
re-insurer is a foreign agency, meaning a 
foreign company?

SHRI KAMAL NATH: I do not know lam 
afraid the Department of Insurance does not 
come under me. I wish I could answer this. 
Neither can I assert it nor can I deny it.

SHRI SYED SHAHABUDDIN: Consid
ering their request, you could have asked 
this question.

SHRI KAMAL NATH: We considered 
not who the re-insurer was; but whether re
insurance was required. Re-insurance is an 
important element of insurance because If 
there is a heavy liability and if the insurance 
company does not have re-insurance they 
wHI not be able to meet the liability under that 
insurance. So, It is always good to know-at 
least I would think so-that it is good to know 
that the insurance company has got re- 
insruance. It only re-assures us much more.

Then, after that, when these discus
sions were carried out, they were concluded 
in December-the question was raised by 
Shri Girdhari Lai Bhaigava and some other 
Members,- then the question arose, about 
the need tor this Ordinance. The choice 
before me was to either come up with the 
Ordinance to ensure that I would tftce to
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not enough time. ft was for tha companies to 
take out the insurance by the 31st March; 
because there was a time limited prescribed 
that the insuranoe policies must be taken out 
by the 31st march. It was because of that, I 
thought, even a few days, would give us 
some leverage to ensj*e that the companies 
take out this insurance, i did not want to toee 
one whole year and come back and give 
these companies dealing with hazardous 
chemicals more time, because there was 
obvk>usly-as it was explained-then a charge 
on the companies because for them not to 
have this insurance is very good. They have 
to to pay this out their revenues. So, that is 
why, i chose to have the Ordinance and 
thought that we should not lose a day to see 
that these companies do not come back to 
me and say that there is not time enough to 
take out this insurance. That was the neces
sity for the Ordiance. That is why we sought 
a Presidential Perclmation in this regard.

SHRI SYED SHAHABUDDIN; How 
many policies have they registered from the 
date of the Ordiance till date?

SHRI KAMAL NATH: I would not be 
able to give this information now.

SHRI P. C. THOM AS (Muvettupuzha): 
That is why they are opposing it-for one year.

SHRI KAMAL NATH: But the intention 
was to get on with it as soon as possible. The 
intention was not to lose time up to the 31s! 
March, 1002.

One of tha points which has bean made 
is that this is not adequate. This Act, for 
which I have come seeking an amendment 
to this House, deals only with interim relief. 
When there is an accident and an immediate 
relief is sought to be paid, who is to pey- 
either by the Chief Minister or the State 
Government or the Prime Minister, from his 
Relief Fund or the Central Government, tt 
does not happen. And in the process of 
trying to find out astowho is going to pay, the 
District authoritiss of the place where the
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accident has taken place had to run in aH 
directions seeking funds from somewhere, 
whether it is the State Government or the 
Central Government. There is no hard and 
fast fund and there is no composite fund from 
which this could be paid. That is why, this 
legislation of 1001 was enacted tor providing 
interim relief.

Shri Shahabuddin has said that there is 
a dotted fine between relief and copensa- 
tion. What he missued out was the word 1 
interim. This interi relief is to provide an 
immediate relief. When somebody has been 
injured, he needs money and his wages 
have been stopped. It does not cover the 
workmen. The workmen have another Act. 
They have an umbrella of another Act. This 
covers he non-workmen, people who are 
outside the factory and who do not come 
under the other legislation. So, this Act of 
1901 is only for the interim aspect of relief. It 
is not a relief. It is an interim relief. The 
question as to what will be the final relief, 
whether it is called ‘compensation’ or by 
whatever name, is a separate issue alto
gether. We are at the moment dealing with 
the amendment to the Act, which only deals 
with the interim aspect of it. So, it was neces
sary to prescribe a tie limit. In this Amend
ment, a time limit has been prescribed as 30 
days. No questions-is there any negligence; 
is their willful negligence; is their anything 
irregular?*will be asked. The fact that an 
accident has taken place is good enough. 
And the Insurance company will have to 
remit to the Collector within thirty days the 
amount determined by the Collector on the 
basis of medical reports.

One question was raised as to how wiH 
the Collector know. The Collector is the 
aenior most official of a District There can be 
no batter person than him to evaluate from 
the medical authorities, from other such 
authorities, what the impact is. Once Ifcs 
accident has taken place, the insurance 
company wHI be required, without any ques
tions being asked to remit the amount to the 
Collector within thirty days. So. the Collector 
knows by birtue of his ownthat there is afund 
available. We considered another possibility

1013 (SAKA) and Public Uabm y 650
Insurance (Amend.) Bw
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ISh. Kamal Nath] 1

that if tha limitations provided under the Act 
for the paid-up capital of Rs. 50 crores, he 
extent of the policy taken out is not ade
quate, we kept that safeguard also. We have 
chosen to create an Environment Relief Fund. 
Amount to Environment Relief Fund will be 
paid at the time of taking the insurance policy 
and it will be credited by the insurance 
companies to this fund. So. in the insurance 
policy, it is not limited. This impression... 
(Interruptions)

SHRI V. DHANANJAYA KUMAR: What 
is the machinery for recovery of the unlimited 
liability of the owner in case of big accidents? 
There is no provision in the Act.

SHRI KAMAL NATH: Sir. the liability of 
the owner is not limited. The liability of the 
Insurance Company is limited. This is the 
point we have to understand.... ( Interrup
tions)

SHRI V. DHANANJAYAKUMAR: What 
is the machinery exactly for recovery of the 
money from the owner in case of unlimited 
liability? Is he be driven to the Civil Court?... 
(Interruptions)

SHRI KAMAL NATH: There are other 
legislations and we have provided that he 
cannot dispose of his assets. We have pro
vided this safeguard. The focus is not on 
determining how we do this or how we do 
that. The focus is that the people who are 
affected get the interim relief. The focus is on 
that. So, while creating a limited liability, a 
determined liability for the insurance com
pany, the liability of the factories, of the 
industrial units has not been made limited. 
Excess amounts required outside the value 
of the policy wiiicomeoutof the Environment 
Relief Fund. This Environment Relief Fund 
will be built up over the course of time. We 
have said that the surcharge on the insur
ance premium which will go towards the 
environment Relief Fund, will not be in ex
cess of the premium but It wM be equal to his. 
So, this Fund will develop, this Fund will 
expand and this would lead loan adequate

reserve and an adequate resource for pro
viding for any shortfall which may occur.

A point was made that this will be too 
costly for small units. For the small units, the 
policy will be limited to their paid up capital 
So, it is not that this will have an adverse 
effect on them. I think it is their duty to have 
such a policy in case of an accident. What 
will be taken into consideration at the time of 
taking out the policy will be the nature of the 
hazardous substance they are dealing with. 
It is not that there will be a standard premium. 
The nature, the risk involved will be quanti
fied. So, ail this will be considered and the 
small units will not have difficulty in this. I feel 
so. Sir.

Another thing which has been men
tioned is about training programme, etc. 
There are training programme conducted. 
There are disaster management plans for 
major units, for hazardous units. For other 
large projects, we are insisting from my 
Ministry for disaster management plans, etc.

One of the points made by one of the 
mebers was that now with the liberalisation 
policy, a large number of multinationals will 
come up with healthy polluting units, i would 
like to assure the House that we will not allow 
industries which are not environmentally 
compatible. As we know, all such industries 
require an environmental clearance where 
hazardous material is involved.

A reference was made to some World 
Bank Report saying that hazardous chemi
cals wilt be dumped into India. Wears signa
tories to the Basel Convention arid there are 
constraints and restraints in that. So, I do 
not think that such an eventuality will come 
into being.

Shahabuddinji has raised the question 
of handling, as it is being defined... (Interrup
tions).

SHRIMATI MAL1NI BH ATTACHARYA 
(Jadavpur): Have you been able to present 
Union Carbide fro using hazardous materi
als even after the Bhopal disaster tookplace?
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SHRI KAMAL NATH: Sir, tha question 
is not of preventing. In the course of manu
facture, hazardous chemicals are used. That 
is a fact of life. If that is the will of this House 
that we do not want any industry in the 
country which deals with hazardous chemi
cals, I am afraid, a large part of our industries 
will have to be shut down.

As 1 was replying to Shahabuddinji, we 
will be bringing in under the hazardous 
substance rules, 179 chemicals which are 
above the threshold limit. So, under the 
hazardous substance rules, 179 chemicals 
are being specified, if this House so wills thet 
we should not have any manufacturing units 
dealing in hazardous chemicals, it will mean 
closure of almost 60-70 percent of our indus
try.

SHRIMATIM ALINIBHATTACHARYA: 
The point is whether they are maintaining the 
precautions and the safeguards.

SHRI KAMAL NATH: The Union Car
bide plant at Bhopal is closed. Because it is 
closed, they are not using any chemicals. 
That is in relation to Union Carbide.

Another point made by Shahabuddinji 
has been on some definitions and on whether 
civil riots will be exempted. We believe that 
civil riots is something which can be fore
seen by industrial units and they could and 
should take adequate safeguards against 
such eventuality. We have only eliminated 
war. That is done normally in insurance 
practices.

SHRI SYED SHAHABUDDIN: Sir, in atl 
the policies which are taken by a shopkeeper 
or a businessman, this clause is there that 
the insurance does not cover war or dvfi 
commotion. My point was that do you intend 
that this liability should be there;or otherwise 
the lewis not dear. That is my only point. You 
must decide whether an accident in which a 
hazardous substance comes to pollute the 
atmosphere and cause injury because of a 
civil disturbance, then will that oome under 
the purview of this law?

SHRI KAMAL NATH: Wefeel that we have 
envisaged that the industrial units should- 
and they can-take into accounteventuaHty of 
civil disturbance and In such case they should 
build ed equate safeguards.

SHRI SYED SHAHABUDDIN: I am 
happy.

SHRI KAMAL NATH: Sir, taking that 
into consideration we have not exempted 
the question of civil disturbance. We have 
only exempted a situation of war.

SHRI AJOY MUKHOPADHYAY: What 
about radio activity?

SHRI KAMAL NATH: Where the ques
tion of radio activity is concerned, the com
mon insurance practice is that accidents by 
nudear and radio active material are not 
coming for insurance cover. This is the prac
tice being followed. I think that this is the best 
practice and it should be in conformity. As 
soon as insurance companies start giving 
the insurance policies covering radio activ
ity, then we shall also have the same thing.

One of the points which have been 
made, in the course of this debate-though a * 
bit outside-is the question of Montreal Proto
col and UNCED Conference. I would, very 
briefly, like to assure the hon. Members hat 
India's interests will be protected. There is 
no question of us being pressurised or sub
verted by any of the developing countries. I 
can assure the hon. Members that none of 
the weapons of the developing countries- 
aid, trade and debt-will be allowed to be used 
for us to give any concessions or for us to 
accept any conditions or stipulations in any 
of the conventions which may.be reached.

SHRI AJOY MUKHOPADHYAY: Will 
you stand the pressure of the Finance Min
istry?

SHRI KAMAL NATH: Ithinkthe Finance 
Ministry and the Government are very envi
ronmentally conscious, ft is not a question of 
standing pressure. Our Government wiH be 
fadng the situation collectively.

. 1913 (SAKA) and Public Liability 654
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(Interruptions)

T H E  MINISTER O F  S TA TE  O F  TH E  
MINISTRY O F  COM M ERCE (SHRI P. CHI
DAMBARAM): Pleas* pay attention to what 
he to saying.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please do not disturb 
the Minister.

SHRI KAMAL NATH: There is no ques
tion of us being pressurised. As we aH Know 
the UNCED Conference is being held in 
Brazil. It is going to be. perhape-l do not wont 
to say perhape-l say ’shaW’ be the biggest 
Conference ever held and the hon. Prime 
Minister will be leading the Indian delega
tion. I reiterate the assurance that we will not 
be compromising on any conditionalities or 
stipulations.

In conclusion I would like to reassure 
some hon. Members, who made some 
points...

SHRI G EO R G E FERNANDES: Are you 
trying to play a joke at the expense of the 
Prime Minister on the comHionalities?

SHRI KAMAL NATH: There is no ques
tion of a joke. It is the Prime Minister’s policy 
which I am implementing.

come totally polluted and has become poi
sonous. What about it?

SHRI KAMAL NATH: Sir. I possibly 
cannot react to specific cases. But the hon. 
Member is very right that H-Achid has been 
a problem. H-Add has been banned for 
production in the manufacturing countries, 
but not banned for use. So, this-H-Acid is 
being manufactured in India, jt is not a ques
tion of H-Acid atone, it is a question of many 
chemicals like this and many chemicals are 
coming to our notice because with the devel
opment of science a very small quantity of 
toxic chemicals can cause enormous dam
age. Previously you required a very large 
quantity of chemicals.

SHRI RUPCH AND PAL: The chemicals 
which have been banned in the western 
countries are being manufactured here.

SHRI KAMAL NATH: There are some 
chemicals which have been banned. We are 
exaimining this issue of how to deal with 
chemicals which have been banned for 
manufacture, but not banned for use. We are 
exaiming this in detail. There is a question of 
closing or not closing the industry here. We 
are exaiming it in to initality, we will have to 
take a holistic approach on this.

and Public UabWty 656
Insurance (Amend,) Bm

One of the points made by my hon. 
friend was about the problems being faced in 
the Fertilisers and Chemicals. Travancore 
(FA CT). He has brought this to my notice 
earlier also. I would Nke to assure that I wHI 
send a central team to go and examine this 
issue. I will get this investigated and see that 
corrective action to taken. One of the points 
which was expressed was the liberalisation 
and relaxation which are taking place whether 
in Industry or In Commerce and I may say 
that they are rat a  reflection cfifceralfe&tion 
or relaxation on the environmental front

SHRI RUPCHAND PAL: Sir. I made a 
point about the W  Add industry, because of 
which drinking water In large areas of Rajast
han Mce Udaipur and other places has be-

I would Hke, in cendussion, to assure 
the hon. Mebers that this liberalisation or 
relaxation to certainly there, but it is not at the 
cost of environment, it is not and shaK not be. 
I would seek cooperation from allsedionsof 
this house towards passing this legislation. I 
think this Amendment today wilt enable us to 
implement it satisfactorily. All aspeds have 
been examined and I am happy to say that 
some of the anamolies which have come up. 
the dmlcunies hsre get, m  have been 
able to carted them and I would dispel the 
doubts expressed by some Members as to 
what to the guarantee that this would now be 
implemented. I can assure the House that 
after having had another look, after examin
ing It indetaB, this A d  will now be imple
mented after the passing d  the Amendment 
Thank you very much.
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SHRI SRIBALLAB PANIGRAHI: Sir, I 
have just a point to be clarified by the hon. 
Mintator. W e wall appreciate the anxiety and 
tha sincerity of tha Govammant to give 
immediate relief to tha victims in such cases. 
But, Sir, tha procedure providad for daoiding 
tha casas by tha CoUaotor is tha Civil Proce- 
dure Coda. Ha will record tha evidence and 
in that procass also lawyers will appear. Sir, 
it may dalay tha disposal of casas.

SHRI KAMAL NATH: I will dispal this 
doubt. In tha rules to ba providad I am 
conscious of tha problems of such kind of 
situations. In tha rulas to ba fraud wa are 
specifying, 'irrespective of daims for re-daims 
or whatever it is by anybody’. We ate sped- 
tying a time limit.

a

SHRI SRIBALIAB PANIGRAHI: Three 
months time limit is there. But if the Civil 
Procedure is adopted, I think it will not ba 
within three months that it can be settled and 
therefore, some sort of summary procedure 
can be gone through,

SHRI KAMAL NATH: One of the aims 
and objects of tha Biil is to away with ail that, 
not to get into civil daims. So. that wiN ba 
adequately taken carc of in the rulas that the 
District Collector will merely make an as
sessment and in the drcumstances he is tha 
best person to make an assessment. Once 
he makes that assessment, the insurance 
company will have to remfit tha amount to 
htm within 30 days. It is not a question if the 
District Collector on a specific case fails, I 
don’t think why ha should fail if there has 
bean tha accident, and he is the best man on 
the*spot to make certain assessment, but 
there will ba no question of any delay being 
caused by any of tha acts or by the Civil 
Procadura Coda or anything of that sort.

[Translation)

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Girdhari Lai. 
, tease speak in brief.

SHRI GIRDHARI LAL BHARGAVA 
(Jaipur): Mr. Chairman, Sir, I shall speak in 
brief. Usually I speak (ass.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Bhargava, tha 
hon. Home Minister has to make a state
ment That Is why I am requesting you to 
speak in brief.

SHRI GIRDHARI LAL BHARGAVA: Sir. 
If this is tha matter, I would tike tha hon. 
Home Minister to make his statement first. 
After that, I will speak.

MR. CHAIRMAN: No please. Thar* are 
not many amendments to it. Let us condude 
It first After that tha hon. Home Minister will 
make a statement You please speak.

SHRI GIRDHARI LAL BHARGAVA: Mr. 
Chairman, Sir, I request that tha hon. Home 
Minister may make his statement first. After 
that I will speak.

M R  CHAIRMAN: This Bill has to be 
sent to the other House also. Therefore, you 
should start your speech immediately.

SHRI GIRDHARI LAL BHARGAVA: Mr. 
Chairman, Sir, first of al(, I would like to draw 
the attention of tha hon. Minister to the 
statutory objection raised by Shri George in 
the beginning.

[English]

T h e  aforesaid Act could not however 
be implemented on account of insur
ance company not agreeing to give 
insuranoe policy for unlimited liability of 
the owners.*

[Translation]

It is true that the former Minister Shri* 
mati Maneka Gandhi had got this bill passed 
in the House after deciding all the points but 
the insurance company did not agree, ft is a 
contempt of the Parliament, the supreme 
body in India. In spite of that you have 
brought this Bin today. You have not replied 
satisfactorily. I would like that no mistake 
should be committed on your part because 
your name is Kamal Nath. Kamal (Lotus) 
was our election symbol and you are the 
Master of lotus. If your name is vanished, our
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name would automatically vanish and than 
ours would ba an awkward position. I am 
your wall wisher. You hava removed all tha 
lacunae taking it into account from every 
angel. There is no lacunna in it. But time is all 
powerful. Let us see what happens.

The Bill you have brought is good, but 
there are some lacunae in it about which I 
would like to make submission. The owner 
shall deposit the money equal to the pre
mium in the Relief Fund. My submission is 
that the Fund will be attractive and the insur
ance company and the owner will be cov
ered in it if the Central Government provides 
grants equal to the premium to the Fund and 
people will praise you. You may consult the 
hon. Finance Minister. We may pass the Bill 
tomorrow. At present the Ordinance is in 
force.

Secondly, it is not clear as to how to 
recover money from the owner. It has been 
mentioned that the property cannot be trans
ferred. Nothing in detail has been said in this 
regard. This is the lacuna.

There is one mayor lacuna which I feel 
and perhaps you might be also feeling. If a 
person dies, the Collector would give Rs. 
25,000. But Rs. 12,500 would be given for 
one's medical treatment in case one's leg or 
arm is broken. Why have you put this restric
tion on the Collector.

Mr. Chairman, Sir, my submission is 
that the Supreme Court has held that there 
cannot be a restriction on the acount to be 
given to the third party. This is not my deci
sion. It is the judgment of the Supreme 
Court. The liabilities of the insurance com
pany should be unilimited. Only then it would 
do good to the country.

Hon. Minister, I have already said that I 
am your great admirer. So if you accept my 
points ft will be very good. There is no Minis
ter in the Cabinet like you. N you aocept my 
point, I wHI withdraw the resolution for the 
disapproa! of the Ordinance. This matter

should not work as a hinderance between 
you and me. Our Chief Whip is also of the 
view that if you accept my point, I will with
draw the resolution which is there for the 
disapproal of the Ordinance. Otherwise, it 
would not be proper if division takes place. 
Therefore, I would like to request to consider 
my constructive suggestions. After that I will 
withdraw the resolution.

SHRI KAMAL NATH: I would like to 
request Shri Bhargavaji that though he has 
made suggestions but it would have been 
better if the had gone through he Bill deeply. 
He has suggested that the grants should be 
provided by the Centre. In this context, I 
would like to say that no such situation would 
arise when the insurance limit is crossed and 
even the Environment Relief Fund which is 
being formed, is not able to provide relief. In 
case any such situation arose, the Central 
Government would bear a hand. The Central 
Government, which is the Government of 
the Congress Party, always stretches its 
hand forward.

SHRI GIRDHARI LAL BHARGAVA: I 
am very much afraid of the hand (which is the 
election symbol of Congress party). This 
hand is very dangerous. Please do not move 
it on. You just talk about Kamal (Lotus), (the 
B J .P ’s election symbol).

SHRI KAMAL NATH. 1 think you are not 
afraid of 'Kamal'. We will be able to pass it by 
May. This ordinance will be null and void on 
April 3. So it is essential to pass it before 3rd 
April. I request Shn Bhargavato recalculate 
his amendments for suggestion. I would like 
to make it dear what we are passing is not a 
BHI but it is only an amendment Bill. This is 
not 1991. Had you given these suggestions 
in 1991, it would have some-what beneficial. 
Today we are passing only some amend
ments to enforce the 1991 Bill. So I think 
there is no need to circulate these 3-4 
amendments for suggestion.

SHRIGIRDHARI LAL BHARGAVA. The 
hon. Minister has assured to aocept my 
suggestions. I hope... {Interruptions) There 
should be no such mistake in future and if
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you inland to introduce an amendment, 
please introduce the comprehensive Bill in a 
constructive m y...(Interruptions) There is 
nothing to laugh in it. It is a serious matter. I 
have moved the Motion io declare it null and 
void by the permission of Chief Whip. I 
withdraw it after the hon. Minister’s assur
ance.

[English]

MR. CHAIRMAN: Would you like to 
withdraw it?

SHRI GIRDHARI LAL BHARGAGVA: I 
seek leave of the House to withdraw the 
Statutory Resolution.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mas the hon. Member 
leave of the House to withdraw his statutory 
Resolution.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Yes. yes.

The Statutory Resolution was, by leave, 
withdrawn.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now we come to the 
Motion for consideration of the Bill. There are 
amendments to the Motion. Shri Girdhari Lai 
Bhargava

[Translation]

SHRI GIRDHARI LAL BHARGAVA: Mr. 
Chairman. Sir. I am not putting pressure. 
The statement will come at half past five.' 
am devoted to the chair and obey it.

[English]

I seek leave of the House to withdraw 
my amendment No. 1.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Has the hon. Member 
leave of the House to withdraw his amend
ment.

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Yes.

The amendment No. 1 was, by leave,
• withdrawn.

[Translation]

PROF. RASA SINGH RAW AT (Ajmer): 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I will conclude with one 
point, i would like to know the names of the 
insurance companies which have written 
letters and raised the objections. Please 
provide some details of the references if any, 
about that correspondence. So we may be 
able to come to know the basis of their 
denial.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Would you like to 
withdraw it?

PROF. RASA SINGH RAWAT: Mr. 
Chairman. Sir, according to your order I am 
prepared to withdraw. But this House must 
know the facts on what ground it was denied 
because it has been passed by this House, 
t seek leave of the House to withdraw my 
amendment.

[English)

MR. CHAIRMAN: Hasthe hon. Member 
leave of the House to withdraw his amend
ment

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Yes. 

[Translation]

The amendment No. 3, by leave of the 
House, withdrawn.

[English]

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now I shall put the 
consideration motion to the vote of the House. 
The question is:

Th a t the bill to amend the Public 
Liability Insurance (Amendment) Bill 
be taken into consideration.*

The motion was adopted.

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now the house will 
take up Clause by Clause consideration of 
the Bill.
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S H R IS Y E08H A H A B U 00tN (K W w n- 
ganj): I bag to move:

Paga 1, lines 12 and 13*

for "While handling any hazardous 
substance substitute "in tha course 
of hazardous subatanoa baing 
handed' (S)

paga 1, tine 15—

after "war" insert* or civil disturbance”
(6)

MR. CHAIRMAN: Are you pressing your 
amendments?

SHRI SYED SHAHABUDDIN: In view 
of the clarification given by the hon. Minister, 
I seek leave of the House to withdraw my 
amendments

MR. CHAIRMAN: Hasthe hon. Member 
leave of the House to withdraw his amend
ments.

SOME HON MEMBER* Yes

The amendments No. S and 6 were, by 
leave, withdrawn.

MR CHAIRMAN: The question is:

“Clause 2  stands part of the BUI."

The motion was adopted.

Cmuse 2 was added to the BiB.

Clauses 3  to S were added to the BS.

Clauses 6 and 8 were added totheBffl.

Clause 1, Enacting Formula and the long 
W e  wore added to thoB*L

SHRI KAMAL NATH: I beg to move: 

Th a t the BUI be passed.”

M R  CHAIRMAN: The question is: 

Th a t the Bifl be passed."

The motion was adopted

17.42 hra.

BUSINESS ADVISORY COM M ITTEE

12th Report

[English]

TH E  MINISTER O F S TA TE IN TH E 
MINISTRY OF PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS 
AND MINISTRY O F S TA TE  IN TH E MINIS
TR Y  O F LAW, JU STICE AND COMPANY 
AFFAIRS (SHRI RANGARAJAN KUAR- 
MANGALAM). Sir, I beg to present the 12th 
Report ofthe Business Advisory Committee

17.43 hra.

STATEM EN T BY MINIS IT=R 

[English]

Video Casettss relating to assassina
tion of lata Shi i Rajiv Gandhi

TH E MINISTER OT HOME AFFAIRS 
(SHRt S. B. CHAVAN): t rise to taka this 
statement in regard to video cassettes relat
ing to tha as&asstnaion o* late Shri Rajiv 
Gandhi.

The special Investigating Team of the 
CBI which is investigating the case has so far 
seized 467 video cassettes one of which 
was found to ba brand new and unused. The 
remaining 466 casettes have been viewed 
and are still being viewed by a team of inves
tigating officers tor Identifying the trames 
that could be relevant to the case.


